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Q1  Where do you live?

88 (11.4%)

88 (11.4%)
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30 (3.9%)
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89 (11.5%)
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5 (0.6%)16 (2.1%)
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146 (18.8%)

146 (18.8%)
0 (0.0%)

0 (0.0%)

Central Boulder Crossroads East Boulder North Boulder Gunbarrel Palo Park

South Boulder Southeast Boulder University of Colorado University Hill

Outside of the City of Boulder, in Boulder County Outside of Boulder County

Question options

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q2  What City of Boulder community values (as identified in the Boulder Valley
Comprehensive Plan) do you most align with? Please rank your choices (1 - most, 13 - least)

OPTIONS AVG. RANK

Open space preservation 4.80

Great neighborhoods and public spaces 5.33

Physical health, safety and well-being 5.63

Sustainability as a unifying framework to meet environmental, economic
and social goals

6.69

A vibrant economy based on Boulder’s quality of life and economic
strengths

6.73

A welcoming, inclusive and diverse community 6.75

Environmental stewardship and climate action 6.79

Culture of creativity and innovation 6.90

Our unique community identity and sense of place 7.55

An all-mode transportation system to make getting around without a car
easy and accessible to everyone

7.75

Strong city and county cooperation 8.05

A diversity of housing types and price ranges 8.33

Compact, contiguous development and infill* that supports evolution to a
more sustainable urban form

9.72

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Ranking Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q3  Do you use the Boulder Municipal Airport for recreation or work purposes? 

376 (48.5%)

376 (48.5%)

399 (51.5%)

399 (51.5%)

No, I do not use the Boulder Municipal Airport for recreation or work purposes.

Yes, I use the Boulder Municipal Airport for recreation or work purposes.

Question options

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q4  What services, programs and functions do you use at the Boulder Municipal Airport?
Select all that apply.

I don’t use the airport Glider operations Personal and recreational aviation Business travel

Hangar space Education Business operations Scientific research Non-profit organizations

Question options
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Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
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Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q5  What do you think about the current operations/services at the airport? 

179 (23.1%)

179 (23.1%)

287 (37.0%)

287 (37.0%)

97 (12.5%)

97 (12.5%)

67 (8.6%)

67 (8.6%)

21 (2.7%)

21 (2.7%)

124 (16.0%)

124 (16.0%)

No changes needed Some improvements are needed Major improvements are needed

I need more information about the airport I don’t know yet but plan on attending an open house

I don’t think there should be further operations/services

Question options

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q6  What City of Boulder objectives and actions (as identified in the Sustainability and
Resilience Framework) do you want to see reflected in the future of the Boulder Municipal
Airport site?  

Safe Healthy & Socially Thriving Livable Accessible & Connected Environmentally Sustainable

Responsibly Governed Economically Vital

Question options
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356

184

149

264 265
276

262

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Checkbox Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
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Anonymous
4/07/2023 06:19 PM

Get rid of it. Small planes use leaded fuel. They are spewing it over
us, our homes and our gardens all day long. The people who live near
the airport never have a moment of peace and quiet. Pilots
continuously circle over our homes even though the homes are in
areas marked in red as noise sensitive in the noise abatement map.
No attempts at noise abatement are made on the planes as some are
easily twice as loud as others. I bought my home 22 years ago and
the noise was never a problem. Now I am going to have to move due
to the CONSTANT noise of flight training circling over and over my
home and glider dragging also going directly over my home.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 07:26 AM

I’d love to see the airport as a place where people sharing a common
interest in aviation can gather and share experiences in addition to
sharing our love of aviation with community members.

Q7  Describe your vision for Boulder Municipal Airport. (Open-ended question.)

Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Anonymous
4/08/2023 09:54 AM

* community safety * reduced noise impact on over-fly zones *
reduced carbon footprint. * no "land grabs" by the city/county, ie, no
repurposing.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 11:47 AM

As soon as current contracts (FAA etc) are completed, COB should
transition the airport to a mixed use, family-oriented community with a
focus on affordability. Given the city's ownership of the property,
Boulder will be able to have direct control over the character, quality
and affordability of a new airport neighborhood. We have several
other airports within a 20 mile radius that can accommodate Boulder's
commercial, recreational and safety needs. No new agreements
should be approved that extend the time for use of the area as an
airport.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 12:37 PM

I believe that having a municipal airport is important for tourism,
education, unique access for gliders and critical emergency services
such as a staging area in the event of wildfires.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 01:24 PM

Sustainability minded affordable housing with mixed-in, community-
oriented commercial operations

Anonymous
4/08/2023 02:02 PM

Close it down!

Anonymous
4/08/2023 02:44 PM

A gateway to inspire young and old to thrive as captains of their lives,
connecting them to weather and climate, technology, navigation,
personal responsibility, collaboration, and business. You can lay down
a mile of road and drive a mile; or you can keep Boulder's runway
and reach the world.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 03:14 PM

Status quo seems fine. No development that increases noise levels
above current. Lead elimination from aviation fuel seems important.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 03:15 PM

A thriving General Aviation airport. Nothing more nothing less. It
doesn’t need to be “unique” and inclusive” to serve a greater good for
the community, it’s citizens and neighbors. Providing a staging
location in times of disaster (Polis visit for Marshall fires) or allowing
kids and adults to experience and provide foundational experiences in
aviation is its sole purpose. Stop trying to pump all this BS into every
project. (And stop wasting oodles of money on these types of fact
finding…it’s disturbing). If you’re concerned about the “sense of place”
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and what makes Boulder tick (at least in the past), then I would look
at all the cookie cutter multi-use structures, overpriced condos and
out of place architecture that are turning Boulder into just another
town that greed has overtaken. It’s gross. Having grown up here and
recently returned after 20-ish years it’s been disappointing to watch
the city and county piss away what was a unique, vibrant, fun place to
live. Just FYI…Boulder is not diverse….in fact, it is one of the least
diverse communities that I have ever lived in.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 04:03 PM

If we have enough water I'd like to see more open space, affordable
housing , a grocery store and restaurants.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 04:55 PM

Maintain current operations

Anonymous
4/08/2023 04:58 PM

Having a municipal airport in our small city is a great educational and
recreational option.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 05:20 PM

Make planes less noisy and more energy efficient, cut down on the
recreational usage, be environmentally attuned. Or close it and make
it into a park, community center and open space! It seems like a
waste of energy as it is now.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 06:07 PM

State of the art safety and navigation standards and community
support for the needs and wants of those who use the airport

Anonymous
4/08/2023 06:14 PM

No vision

Anonymous
4/08/2023 06:19 PM

Leave Boulder Municipal Airport as an Airport with it's open space
that surround it.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 06:20 PM

Personally I've love the planes moved to south county, and
low/moderate affordable housing built on BMA land.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 06:32 PM

Long-term: redeveloped for recreational and affordable housing use.
Short-term: less noise

Anonymous Limited use. It’s an environmental disaster.
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4/08/2023 07:07 PM

Anonymous
4/08/2023 07:25 PM

more accommodations for students that my institute attracts as part of
its flight test engineering curriculum administered at KBDU.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 07:27 PM

Continuing to serve as an aviation amenity ("front door") for the City
and County of Boulder, both for recreationalists and for business.
Additional hangar development and airport maintenance by the City.
Capital projects in line with FAA and CDOT assistance.

Anonymous
4/08/2023 08:22 PM

Re-purpose the land for affordable housing ownership, farms, urban
gardens, recreation center, tennis courts and parks

Anonymous
4/08/2023 08:57 PM

I'd like to see the airport continue operating as it has been without
any significant changes.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:32 AM

Too noisy now, aircraft fly too low over my home.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:41 AM

No expansion, no additional flights. Status quo.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:44 AM

A safe and professional airport, worthy of the City of Boulder.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:50 AM

Strong General Aviation community. Open to hangar development for
business and general aviation. Secure the area around the runway
and hangars, that should be fenced off for security. An open and
welcoming community of aviation for the public to enjoy. An airport
Manager that is not confrontational and disrespecting.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:54 AM

'Would love to see more, and affordable hangar space (there is
demand / shortage). Some older hangars are in very poor condition. If
re-building / expanding, & done correctly, the airport could be a net
exporter of electrical (PV) energy to the grid. Electric aviation is
coming, and Boulder should encourage / embrace it. A few years
back, CU students (or other?) had some architectural proposals to
make the airport a more interesting place for the general public
(restaurant / cafe / etc.).

Anonymous I was born in boulder on Jay road. Since I was a small child I was
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4/09/2023 07:57 AM obsessed with the planes overhead, my mom would take me to visit
and show me the gliders and planes. I took my first flight lesson at
boulder when I was 14. I went on to become a professional pilot. I still
live by the airport and enjoy flying there.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:59 AM

Actively supports small general aviation operations, and users of all
economic classes. Emphasis on a vibrant airport community,
supporting by those who spend significant time on the airport,
building and maintaining their aircraft, and engaging in other on-
airport activities. Specifically de-emphasizing focus on wealthier users
who simply land, park their airplane and leave. Those latter folks are
welcome, but the airport should not be engaging in policies that
specifically favor attracting those people over the more working-class,
more engaged users. Promote the development of more hangars,
both box hangars and affordable T-hangars, through more favorable
lease terms and less onerous bureaucratic processes for permitting.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:02 AM

Center for aviation; airplane rentals, instruction, hangar availability,
strong FBO with maintenance faculties, restaurant would be nice and
inviting to the general public.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:31 AM

Make it open space

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:56 AM

Increased flight training and emergency operations support

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:59 AM

A community recreation center with tennis courts and a community
pool, or community gardens, or a library.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:02 AM

Continue as a community resource - bringing together airplane pilots,
sailplane fliers, students, instructors, and innovative companies in
one place. Most importantly, the airport CANNOT be governed by the
ex-post-facto NIMBY crowd. (bought a house near an airport now
trying to legislate the airport out of existence). Aviation is a freedom,
a form of diversity of interest just as is cycling or rock climbing.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:03 AM

I think the Boulder Airport is a wonderful and necessary Airport. The
only thing I think it needs is more hangar spaces/buildings.

Anonymous Increase number of commuter flights and make them affordable. This
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4/09/2023 09:03 AM is now environmentally sustainable than having everyone drive to DIA

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:06 AM

Airport should be supported and grown to increase aviation options.
The city should foster this great resource instead of ignoring it.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:34 AM

I do not want there to be more air traffic at the airport. Smaller is
better.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:38 AM

Remains in operation as a great asset for the city

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:38 AM

Keep it open as a vital hub for local general aviation.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:46 AM

The problem is the decision BY THE AIPORT MANAGERS to
encourage and seek out flight schools operations at the AIRPORT.
Go back to how it was pre-2012 and the airport could fade back into
the background and it would be barely noticed. The prior AIRPORT
MANGERS F'ed up - like everyone wanted more more more "revenue
and flights" so they could advance their careers and move up to a
bigger and airports. No flight school operation, no touch and go, what
airport? The LIST of community is the YOUR F'ing LIST. Not MY
F'ING list.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:50 AM

A bike/walking path around the lake would be lovely. The airport could
be extended in the other direction to compensate for the loss of
space.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:55 AM

The Boulder Municipal Airport should be closed to eliminate the noise
and air pollution that plagues the communities near the airport. Noise
pollution has increased in recent years and pilots routinely ignore
restrictions and fly over the airport’s neighbors. Planes pollute the
airport's neighbors with airborne lead (a pollutant that according the
EPA is especially toxic to children at any level), petroleum combustion
products like PAH (which cause cancer) and dioxins (which
accumulate in the environment and cause caner at very low levels).
The City Council has given the Airport a “PASS” on unmitigated
pollution and has not provided neighbors with a “RISK
ASSESSMENT” on noise and air pollution or the risk of a catastrophic
accident caused by airplanes, gliders, ultralights or drones falling out
of the sky onto local communities. The land should be used for low-
cost housing (not the developer-driven, high-profit housing currently
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favored by City Council members). The land currently serves the
wealthy few at the expense of the more disadvantaged. The Council
has Sustainability goals, but appears unwilling to limit the use of
greenhouse gas emissions from high-octane air-polluting leaded gas
in the skies over Boulder. A better vision for the community would
include low-cost housing, parks, and wild life habitat, which is
important in the city and county.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 10:00 AM

The Boulder airport needs to be a safe and welcoming airport for
general aviation. The current attitude by the city and airport
management makes it so that I no longer wish to operate out of this
airport.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 10:08 AM

Thriving, busy, vibrant airport full of nice hangars, electric aircraft, and
G100UL fuel to replace 100LL and city-subsidized SAF to replace Jet-
A

Anonymous
4/09/2023 10:18 AM

An airport that serves the aviation community and the city, county and
outside community. Managed by someone who understands the
decades of safe operations of the different airport users and who
doesn’t invent “safety concerns “ that have no basis in reality to force
an agenda that is not supported by the current users or anyone else.
An airport that adds value to living in Boulder county.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 10:33 AM

One of the many things that I think makes Boulder and attractive city
is it's community airport. I did the bulk of my flight training at Ft
Collins, Loveland Airport. Since beginning my training in 1975, I have
been either in school or employed in the Aviation industry until I
recently retired. Having flown into many small airports over the years,
I think Boulder's is one of the best. It has an old school terminal
where anyone can watch airplanes and gliders takeoff and land. I
have participated in the EAA's Young Eagles program to introduce
kids who may have never flown in a small airplane ( or any airplane).
I wish I had a recording of what some of them said. They were all
very positive and excited kids of elementary to high school age. I
would like to see Boulder have unleaded aviation fuel available at the
airport. The airplane that I currently fly, a Cessna 172 should run just
fine on unleaded fuel. I also think it would be good to have some
airplane charging stations for electric airplanes. These airplanes are
not common yet, but they are more than just prototypes now. They
are much quieter than the current piston planes. Hangars that have
solar panels on their roofs for charging electric airplanes, or feeding
electricity back into the grid could make the Boulder Airport a model
for high tech sustainable energy. Except for the noise, which over
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time could be greatly reduced with electric airplanes and fuel (which
could also be made better with unleaded) the airport seems to have a
relatively low impact on the surrounding area. With the University of
Colorado recently completing a new aerospace engineering building
and the increasing use of drones for a variety of uses, it seems likely
aviation related business will keep improving in the future. I think it is
prudent to keep the airport in good shape and to make
improvements. While hiking and biking in the Boulder vicinity, there
are several places where trails cross abandoned railroad tracks. It
seems to me that many Boulder residents would not have wanted
those tracks to be given up to development, because now there is no
way to get that "right of way" back. Therefore we do not have an easy
way to put interurban and local trains back in use. I can imagine
several futuristic uses for an asset such as the airport. However,
those uses are way in the future, so it should stay as an airport for
now. President Obama has come to the Boulder Airport at least twice
in recent history. Most presidents don't go to small municipal airports.
They go to military bases or large commercial airports. I think that
shows what a good airport we have.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 10:46 AM

Noise restrictions and more visibility to the public on operations

Anonymous
4/09/2023 11:05 AM

I would like to see money invested in updating the many dilapidated
hangars and update the main terminal/FBO. We need more hangars
built to accommodate additional demand. I’d like to see KBDU
become a center for electric aircraft and urban air mobility and transit.
Creating a shared meeting space for non-profit education
organizations like mine would be wonderful. Additional pilot training
facilities would be great also, to help resolve our current pilot
shortage.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 11:16 AM

Continue with existing use, especially as a glider port

Anonymous
4/09/2023 11:33 AM

Aviation is on the cusp of great innovation and environmental
sustainability, Boulder Municipal Airport would be vital for future
transportation needs of a thriving City

Anonymous
4/09/2023 11:57 AM

There are 5 airports in a 15 mile radius, tons of existing open space,
and what is really missing is additional housing that is affordable, a
smart place for CU to put student housing instead of in existing open
space/flood zone land, something that is connected to public
transportation and respects the lives of the people already living in
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this area.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 12:21 PM

The Boulder Municipal Airport needs better buildings and hangars,
and we currently have an opportunity to build sustainably with zero
purchased energy operations. This will align well with the nascent
shift to electric aircraft.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 12:37 PM

Used for more accessible public space. Right now the airport appears
to just serve a few wealthy individuals for their hobby. If keep airport,
maybe drone site as barrier to entry for drones is much less. Or
generate economic vitality with industry/restaurants/housing and get
sales/property tax

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:07 PM

We can do better with this 179 acres than an airport. The airport is a
heavy polluter of noise, lead and carbon emissions. So few wreak
havoc far and wide for temp/gig work and hobbies. The airports life,
benefits and usefulness have become antiquated and will continue to
even more. Retaining this airport to serve 0.2% is statistically insane,
not to mention this is where the ecosystem goes to die.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:21 PM

Don't have one

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:32 PM

A multi-use smaller airfield without airlines; to include education,
scientific research, flight training, and historical events such as the
WWII weekend.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:32 PM

Kept Open and thriving.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:34 PM

As a well-funded and functional airport that provides aviation services
to the local community.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:35 PM

Allow hangar building & development with reasonable land leases.
Encourage businesses, restaurants to develop on the airport. Turn it
into a thriving destination.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:35 PM

As a student pilot, I would mainly wish for there to remain the ability
to learn and fly from there and meet other aviation enthusiasts. More
and/or updated hangars would be great.
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Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:36 PM

Boulder Municipal Airport should be a place where people can be
exposed to aviation and STEM, where economic activity can be
stimulated, and where recreational flying is supported.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:38 PM

I would like to see the Boulder Airport continue to thrive. I would love
to see more community activities including after school programs for
students interested in aviation.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:44 PM

Increase infrastructure and services to enhance aviation community
while being good neighbor for surrounding community.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:45 PM

A place to grow and learn that is accessable to the local community.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:48 PM

I’d like to see the airport continue as an airport, and specifically NOT
redeveloped. I’d like to see improvements to the area to include:
sunshade structures for aircraft, better hangar maintenance, a park
and picnic area (a local youth has provided a small area to aircraft
viewing), a food vendor, connections to bike trails, a refurbished
terminal building, a furthering City goals by subsidizing unleaded
aviation fuel, bring in electric aircraft, a completion of the marginal
security fencing, and better weather reporting. The operation has
been in a low spot for the last couple years.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:49 PM

A local airport for anyone to use and enjoy

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:50 PM

The Boulder airport could be better promoted and welcome more
people to use it. More flight schools more accessibility for travelers.
Boulder can be a destination and it’s beautiful to fly in and out of and
should be made more popular.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:50 PM

I think Boulder airport is right-sized with a wide variety of aviation
uses, including as a base for important research, and should continue
in its current manner. Hanger space for small aircraft is overly limited,
with a five year wait. The current noise abatement procedures are
restrictive but appropriate.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 01:57 PM

I’d like to see a vibrant airport area with continued and expanded
business uses, first responder routine use and emergency staging,
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education, vocational training, and public facing spaces. I’d like to see
the Boulder airport be able to develop without the threat of airport
annexation in the future. The Boulder airport is a part of our critical
infrastructure and provides the space for both critical aviation
operations and training to supply pilots to perform those activities.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:00 PM

I envision a vibrant airport that meets the needs of local commerce
and healthy general aviation. This includes construction at the airport
to meet the needs of general aviation, such as the addition of hangar
space. I also support the use of airport space for education, such as
the addition of a museum, and/or office space for aviation and/or tech
companies.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:05 PM

The airport is a taxpayer funded country club for the wealthy. The
airport has no place in a sustainable Boulder future. The airport is the
largest pollution engine in the city and continuously dumps toxic lead
and lead on the communities within 10 miles, disproportionately
affecting lower income communities.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:18 PM

Continued use as an airport, a flight training and recreational hub. An
airport that is in a diverse community such as Boulder promotes
diversity in aviation.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:26 PM

I see it being a huge hub for EVTOL operations in and out of boulder
allowing for quicker and more sustainable commutes between
Denver, Fort Collins, ski resorts, and much more. I also see it as a
great asset for fire fighting operations

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:34 PM

The vision for Boulder's airport is to grow the economy in the whole
aviation industry. Neighboring airports do not have the community
and affordability that makes Boulder a home. Improving Boulder's
Airport would allow for extra revenue from more planes, training, and
improved safety. Boulder can and should be growing and the vision
for it is largely centered around safety. Sustainability is around the
corner with 100UL gas to make the gasoline even safer

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:35 PM

The airport is critical. Not for current usage. This town has made
hard, smart choices in the past. Examples include the green space,
and the blue line restricting houses at the top of the mountains. If
they were not done years ago, we could never get that back. The
airport is the same. If you lose the airport, you can never get it back.
Right now, anyone who does not use the airport would think it is
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unnecessary and a burden. There are loud noises and taxpayer
dollars. A small percentage of the community uses the airport
frequently. But we must think about the future. A town with an airport
inside its boundaries will have huge advantages in the future. Imagine
a day when the airplanes and vertical takeoff machines are electric
and silent and sustainable. Now imagine that you only drive 15
minutes in your electric car to your local airport, park for free and
plug-in for free. Get into an electric machine that takes you to a larger
hub , so you skip all the traffic and parking and security lineups and
baggage issues for your trip to Mexico. Or you simply take an electric
air taxi to visit your in-laws in Wyoming. Imagine if we took all the
FedEx trucks off the 36, and they simply had an electric flight from the
big airport to our municipal KBDU airport. Easy last mile delivery and
less trucks on the road. There are so many potential future
advantages to having the municipal airport inside the city boundaries.
Focusing on the current usage will make it seem unnecessary and
burdensome. It could be a future economic engine and hugely
improve the lifestyle of our town. Maybe an investment in a nice
terminal with a restaurant and a view, and a social gathering place
with a romantic history and easy access. People of all ages could
enjoy lunch while watching the fascinating airport activities. Pushing
everything to Centennial Airport would be a huge loss for the town.
And that is not convenient for Boulderites. Perhaps we could have
donors help with scholarships for local kids to get their license. We
could have the schools come around and learn about airport
operations. We must think about the future. In fact, investing in a
high-quality local airport may serve to decrease traffic and congestion
in the future.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:36 PM

Better restaurant, training facilities, runways to serve thriving aviation
community.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 02:47 PM

As a University of Colorado Boulder student, I view Boulder Municipal
Airport as an invaluable asset to the entire Boulder community. The
airport is, and continues to be, an inclusive and educational
environment. Through learning to fly at Boulder, I have learned
priceless life skills and the meaning of self-actualization and personal
autonomy. Boulder airport hosts several thriving and well-operated
businesses, which only support Boulder's economy and reputation
among Front Range communities. As of right now, I have over 7
fellow classmates at CU who are extremely interested and motivated
in learning to fly at the Boulder Airport. The aviation educational
opportunities the Boulder airport offers, at such close proximity to the
University, is unique from almost any University town in the nation. My
family and I have lived in boulder since 1965, and been flying to/from
the Boulder airport since 1989. Responsible governing comes from
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the wishes of the majority, not the vocal few. My vision for Boulder
Municipal Airport is simple: Maintain the facilities as they are and
ensure the security of the airport for generations to come. When it
comes to flying, there is nothing like it in the world. Boulder Municipal
Airport is a base where countless future dreams, experiences, and
dignity-growing activities have yet to take form, for anyone of any
race, origin, or income with the motivation to succeed. Do not
squander the dreams of current and future Boulder airport users.

TABulk
4/09/2023 02:52 PM

Over the next 10 years the electric Air Mobility and Air Taxi market
will become a new transportation medium between small airports,
large airports and other destinations such as ski resorts. These
vehicles will reduce traffic congestion and be sustainable systems.
Those cities that have small airports will receive FAA Grants to build
up this capability and associated services.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:06 PM

I received my pilots license and a great education at Boulder
Municipal and I would like to see the airport continue to thrive and
provide the same opportunity for other patrons.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:10 PM

I would love to see it more connected with the younger generations.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:19 PM

Keep it open and improve facility

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:20 PM

I am glad to see this conversation happening. The airport seems to
get worse every year. While I am not a fan iof dense housing, I would
love to see this property be used for something else,,,even if it boils
down to housing,,,especially if Boulder can get its housing here vs
virgin land. Our open space is shrinking. From this angle it makes
sense.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:23 PM

I would like to see the airport maintain its current capabilities and
provide a thriving hub for recreational and business airport activities.
Given Boulder’s focus on sustainability, I would like to see its facilities
updated to provide support for new and upcoming aircraft to
showcase Boulders status. Nonetheless while allowing existing
aircraft to coexist.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:24 PM

Needs significant upgrades and expansion. There are not enough
hangars.
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Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:36 PM

Invest funds into improving the Boulder Municipal Airport as an open,
welcoming, vibrant, family-friendly general aviation airport. Develop a
park-like atmosphere that fosters creativity, innovation and dreams for
all of our Boulder youth. We need the airport as a clean and
wholesome place for our children to dream. There are dozens of
other places in the County to add yet more ugly housing, strip malls,
etc.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:38 PM

A nice, safe outdoor rec center with public tennis courts, basketball
courts, gaga ball courts, and outdoor fitness equipment

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:38 PM

I envision KBDU remaining a leader in Flight training for the entirety
of the front range. I consider it to be but one of the many special
educational and recreational opportunities in the Boulder community

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:42 PM

A place where people can get better education around the aviation
side of science. Where kids can be better educated in aerospace
engineering topics and learn how to fly a plane.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:49 PM

It would be really great to have additional hangars (the waiting list is
very long).

Anonymous
4/09/2023 03:51 PM

As someone who began their aviation career at BDU, there's a
special place in my heart for this airport and the way it opened the
door to aviation, which has significantly impacted my life in a positive
way. Because of that, I'd love to see flight training expanded here to
open that door for others interested in aviation and train the next
generation of pilots. My ideal vision for BDU would include updated
community buildings and terminals with a picnic/park area, on-site
food/restaurant, and more general aviation T-hangars in addition to
updating the ones that already exist on the field (the current ones
definitely show their age). With the recent approval by the FAA of
unleaded fuel, I'd love to see Boulder expedite the transition to
unleaded fuel on the field and subsidize some of those costs to make
it more accessible for everyone over 100 Low Lead. With safety as a
significant concern of mine, ensuring security gates are consistent
around the entire perimeter of the airport property is critical - right
now there's a gap between the main terminal building and where the
general aviation t-hangars are on the east side of the field where
anyone could get in and access the planes, causing serious damage.
Along with this, updating our terminal building to include more
amenities such as a restaurant, pilots lounge, working spaces, etc.
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would elevate the clientele flying in, and make it a more inclusive and
welcoming space for everyone. One of the most positive general
aviation experiences I've had since I started flying was at the Naples
Municipal Airport in Florida, which just completed an upgrade to its
GA terminal, instituted quiet hours, and increased infrastructure on
the field. If we can strive to follow their example, I think the aviation
community and surrounding city would be much happier coexisting
with one another.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:03 PM

I'd like to see KBDU as hub/gateway to the rockies. Much like what
has been done with the airport/FBO at KVBT in Bentonville, AR. A
modern airport with not just aviation services but also outdoor
bar/restaurant/coffee shop where people can watch aircraft take off
and land, an art district and venue, a place where people can take
sightseeing flights and travel to different parts of Colorado, Utah or
Wyoming.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:06 PM

The Boulder Airport has been instrumental in my success in my
career as an airline pilot. Without it, I would not be in the position I am
today. I would like to see increase in pilot training or at least more
support for the training that does exist. The Boulder airport is
instrumental in training local aspiring pilots which go on to become
airline pilots. I would like to see more space for non profits to engage
with young people and inspire them to pursue STEM/ Aerospace
careers. I would also like to see continued support for training of
young people. It would be great to see scholarships for local students
to pursue aviation at the Boulder airport. Involvement with local
schools and non profits would also be great. A bigger community
space would be welcome. A restaurant with a view of the runway so
people can watch planes land would be fantastic and draw a lot of the
local community in. Plus it would give those who work at the airport a
place to eat.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:11 PM

Need to learn more

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:14 PM

more support from the city

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:27 PM

More hangar space for general aviation. Increased community
awareness of the benefits it provides for life flight, Search and
Rescue, firefighting, etc. Increased access to training for future
aviators. Increased glider activity. Sustainable aviation initiatives to
make it a world class, environmentally conscious model for other
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general aviation airports.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:36 PM

A airport of the future

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:44 PM

Sustain access for general aviation with improved hanger availability.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:50 PM

My vision is that recreational craft not be allowed to use the airport.
They create a huge amount of noise over north Boulder and the
amount of fuel they use seems inconsistent with the city’s sustainable
values. We should not be supporting these high polluting machines.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:53 PM

The airport is fine as is in my opinion as a current flight student at
Journey's Aviation. No major changes needed. However, I am
intresteted in hearing what other's have to say.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 04:56 PM

Scale it up to make it even more viable

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:14 PM

The airport requires major improvements. These include, first and
foremost, the development of new hangar space!! The development /
renovation of the primary FBO. The continued improvements to the
functional runways (grass and paved) along with taxiways and ramps.
The development of temporary sun shelters. General improvements
for the broader non-flying community such as picnic areas / small
park to observe the flight activity. The possible development of a
community accessible building for all manner of aviation related
needs, including education, meetings, non-profit, social, etc.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:16 PM

Boulder Municipal Airport has been absolutely essential for training
the next generation of pilots. With the incoming pilot shortage, we
need this airport now more than ever. The proximity this airport has to
CU Boulder has made it accessible for those pursuing their aviation
career on top of their academic goals. The community Boulder has,
and attracts, makes Boulder Municipal Airport one of the best places
to train to be a pilot.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:20 PM

Close airport. Use land for open space, parks, recreation facilities
including pool, community gardens, library and affordable single
family housing for people to own
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Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:28 PM

The EAA program is particularly beneficial for family activities. I
volunteer to help by encouraging the families to feel welcome -
usually both parents and siblings come out to witness the flights - just
one person goes up but the whole family hangs out to watch.
Pancakes are served and there is a picnic waiting area. The pilots
range in age and ethnicity which provides cross cultural experiences.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:40 PM

I think infrastructure at the airport can be expanded on and upgraded
to fulfill as many aviation related needs as possible to fully utilize the
airport.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:41 PM

A useful transportation hub as well as a place for people that enjoy
aviation to gather and enjoy being. Further a place for people to learn
to fly.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:57 PM

I would like to see an area for community involvement. A place where
people can come explore and experience the airport. It would be nice
for that area to be able to host food trucks and have seating. The
airport needs a dedicated space for community organizations such as
the Local EAA chapter and Civil air patrol to meet and do projects. I
would like to see a dedicated area for nonprofit organizations using
the airport such as Angle flight West and Pilot N Paws. This area
would have a waiting area and access for vehicles to get to the
aircraft along with an pet relief area. I would like the airport to move
away from 100LL and have unleaded fuel available. The airport also
needs to increase the number of general aviation hangars and have a
small number of business hangers.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 05:59 PM

Keep it as an airport. Do not turn it into a maas housing estate.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 06:14 PM

Accessible entry for General Aviation to enjoy the region.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 06:33 PM

I think the airport is important for the city businesses and recreation. I
also feel that the airport is important in fire mitigation.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:01 PM

A hub of aerospace and aviation training, education and research.

Anonymous Keep the airport operating. An airport is a must for Boulder and its
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4/09/2023 07:17 PM 150,000 population. Enough about housing. It is not a birthright for
anyone who wants to live in Boulder to be able to live in Boulder.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:26 PM

A fairly governed space for recreation, business and pilot education.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:29 PM

I don't use the airport, so I don't consider myself to be in a position to
make decisions on behalf of others. The planes fly over my house
regularly and it doesn't bother me.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:41 PM

Boulder Airport has been around for nearly as long as aviation has
existed. Airports with history like that are becoming more and more
rare, and it’s a treasure we should not discard. I was born in Boulder
in the 70s, and one of my earliest memories is of my late father taking
me to the airport to watch planes take off and land. This instilled in
me a wonder and love of aviation which ultimately led to me pursuing
(and obtaining) a BSc in Aeronautical Engineering. I then worked as
an aircraft engineer at innovative companies such as Lockheed
Skunk Works and Burt Rutan’s SCALED Composites. I obtained my
private pilot’s license in 1996 and fly to this day. Although I grew up in
Boulder, life took me elsewhere for many years. Three years ago, I
returned to Boulder and a major reason why was having access to a
local airport. I invested in the airport’s future by purchasing the
remaining 27 years on a lease to a new-construction hangar on the
airport. There I store a small airplane and also provide hangar space
to other pilots. Obviously, I have a personal attachment to the airport
and its continued operation. But the value of Boulder Airport goes far
beyond its relevance to me. The airport provides a safe and local on-
ramp for those interested in aviation to discover a love of flying and
take their first steps towards becoming a pilot or become otherwise
involved in the aviation industry or STEM generally. We have the
opportunity to secure and improve the airport’s future by creating a
leasing and development policy that favors continued investment,
maintenance, and operation of aircraft, hangars and businesses on
the airport. Forgive the pun, the sky is the limit in terms of what other
services and educational opportunities could be provided on site. For
example, support and encouragement of the EAA chapter could help
provide more vocational on-ramps for those interested in aircraft
maintenance and construction. Or an aviation museum could provide
a healthy and constructive way for the local community to discover
and interact with aviation and the airport generally. I am deeply
concerned and troubled by the possibility that the airport may one day
cease operation. This is a one way door that would destroy not only
the wonderful historic continuity, but also the promise of a long and
healthy aviation community centered here in Boulder. Boulder, like
any thriving city, faces many tough challenges to balance affordability,
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land use, and so on. But closing the airport would not solve those
issues. It would, at best, provide simply one more neighborhood…a
minimal addition in a city made up of dozens of neighborhoods.
Boulder has long been protective of not only its land, but its identity.
The airport has been around for a century. It is part of that crucial and
special Boulder identity and it should be preserved.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:48 PM

An airport that has continued normal General Aviation operation and
a community that understands that the pilots are not intending to be a
nuisance.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 07:51 PM

Provide aviation access to the area, support emergency services, fire
fighting and flight for life. Training accessibility for college students,
youth programs and science. This questionnaire is very slanted by
design of the questions and available answers is only going to slant
the results against the airport.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:06 PM

Remain open for the public

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:09 PM

Easy location for different levels of learning aviation (private,
instrument, multi etc) and a usable hub for business/aeromedical. FYI
this is not a good survey. Questions are obviously tailored to give
more Bias to citizens opposed to KBDU and who think in one general
framework: there is not a diversity of thought represented in this
survey

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:30 PM

What an amazing opportunity to thrive! Runway, taxiway, and
infrastructure improvements such as more (affordable) hangars, and
dining options would really make KBDU so much better. Putting
money into the public infrastructure to encourage more public
interaction, curiosity, and partnership would be great. Revamping the
terminal building with more modern amenities while retaining the
original charm would be great. Encourage the public to be involved in
aviation and the rich history at KBDU with historic displays, and
interesting exhibits.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:37 PM

Boulder airport (KBDU) should be updated and community working
groups on noise, lead, training, congestion, and glider towing should
be formed. My background and relationship with KBDU: I grew up in
Boulder (Fairview and CU grad), started flying out of KBDU (2012),
moved away to complete a PhD in Economics, moved back,
completed my commercial license at KBDU last year, and am most
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dedicated to preserving the environmental and wildlife of Boulder.
Details on my perspective: the airport is an important part of the
community. There is a lot of room for improvement with KBDU,
general aviation (GA), and aviation on the front range. Electric GA
planes are coming, will be cleaner, and not as loud. Quiet and clean
little airplanes could birth a renaissance of aviation in the 21st
century: especially in big open areas like the western U.S.. Long term
considerations for Boulder having an airport: fire suppression and
fighting, emergency services, personal and professional travel,
personal and professional training, technology, and business
development. Fire and emergency considerations are important for
Boulder's future given our size and location. I understand that KBDU
is not central to these considerations today but it could be in the
coming decades and centuries. If KBDU was closed, it would be
unlikely that Boulder would ever claw back an airport. That could be
long term mistake for Boulder as a thriving city, community, and
home.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 08:58 PM

My vision for the airport serves five layers for the City and County.
These include preservation of open space; engineering research and
aviation education; enhancing our transportation infrastructure;
providing an emergency response capacity for the county; promoting
business tourism and transportation. We are incredibly fortunate to
have this piece of well-maintained infrastructure in our county. The
current conversation surrounding its use does not fully capture the
multilayered benefits the airport provides our county.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:00 PM

Boulder Municipal Airport is currently a thriving airport where aviation
enthusiasts, professionals, and students gather to learn and be a part
of a community. It is a place where many people make connections
on a daily basis and conduct business. Small airports like this are the
source of inspiration for kids, and it shows them that it is possible for
them to learn to fly and gain access to the skies. The airport should
be expanded in order to further encourage this environment and
create an even deeper community experience. There should be a
restaurant where community members can gather to socialize over
food, conduct in commerce, and watch the variety of beautiful aircraft
fly. The city should also build a small/miniature museum and
education center where children (and adults) can go to learn about
Boulder's aviation history and the overall American aviation history.
There could be workshops at the education center where teenagers
can learn how to build aircraft with their own hands which would give
a priceless skill in engineering, mechanics, and aircraft design. And
eventually, there could be opportunities where a local pilot provides
free discovery flights and/or pilot education to low-income teenagers
so that they can engage in the community The aviation community in
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Boulder city and Boulder county is quite large, but there is a severe
shortage of hangars. The city should focus on building additional
hangars such that the community can grow and be more accessible
to aviation enthusiast.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:25 PM

I am hoping to see a growth in the Boulder Municipal Airport with
younger generations. Because there is a pilot shortage, there will
need to be an increase in pilot training. With the noise abatement
procedures in place, there are many viable areas to practice
maneuvers in order for students to earn their ratings to move up as
airline or corporate pilots. The Boulder Municipal Airport is an
incredible place to learn how to fly and to do recreational flying
because it is a local area, the airport is often not very crowded, and
the people at and around the airport are very friendly and make me
feel welcomed.

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:27 PM

Continued use for aviation and education

Anonymous
4/09/2023 09:43 PM

I would love to see Boulder Airport as a pathway into either a career
or a hobby in aviation. I am currently a flight instructor at Journeys
Aviation and also participate in a lot of the non-profit/community
events that take place at the airport and have first-hand experience
seeing the life-changing moments kids and adults have daily. I have a
large number of younger students in middle school and high school
where aviation involvement and taking flight lessons have given them
drive and a purpose. I have seen the civil air patrol use the space to
conduct training for new recruits and junior ROTC members where
kids have a place to go and where they can develop themselves into
something great. The airport as with any space could use
improvement. I really like to see it transformed into a more public-
friendly airport. Maybe a larger observation area, maybe some type of
food service or food truck like they have at many airports that might
draw in the public and show them the joy and benefits of general
aviation. The glider side of the airport is such a unique experience
and I feel like the airport could exploit that more to draw more positive
attention. I feel like gliders are the closes thing to the city of Boulder
you could get!

Anonymous
4/09/2023 10:12 PM

this place is good but could be great again, great causal place and
not busy like arapahoe or jeffco airports, must maintain the hangers,
can we get any food service?

Anonymous My upcoming vision for Boulder Airport includes a space that Boulder
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4/09/2023 11:49 PM County citizens are more involved in, one where people around the
city can learn about aviation and dive into a world beyond the other
aspects that Boulder has to offer. As a student pilot with Mile High
Gliding at Boulder Airport, I have been able to learn about general
aviation and pursue my passion at a young age. I have grown up
surrounded by aviation as my dad is a private pilot and CFI and
having the ability to fly out of my local community airport has been an
incredible experience. Boulder airport is a small sustainable
community airport and it embodies every aspect of what Boulder is. It
is a facility where the community can be brought together (EAA rally’s
and chapter involvement), where students can learn and test their
creative and critical thinking skills (student pilot opportunities) and
where safety is the highest standard and widely accomplished by
patrons and pilots. We need the airport, it creates community that
makes Boulder, Boulder.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:29 AM

A unique, home-town airport experience that embraces and
celebrates it's long history, promotes the future of aviation innovation,
inspires the youth in Boulder and surrounding communities and
provides visitors with a welcoming and diverse atmosphere that
community members and families will be proud of and want to visit
regularly. A place that excites and inspires the next generation of
aviators, scientists, educators, engineers, explorers, and
entrepreneurs. A place that provides: Quality primary flight instruction
(both powered and glider) for future aviators; ease of access to and
availability of resources (supplies, information, hangars, visitor
accommodations) for the general aviation and soaring communities;
aviation discovery opportunities for the public with a priority on
infrastructure and operational support for emergency services
(medical evacuation heli pad and rapid fueling processes, search &
rescue facilities and equipment, disaster relief facilities, supplies and
personnel transport); pursues and encourages new technology for
environmental sustainability (e.g. unleaded fuels, noise reduction
systems, ultra efficient power-plants, electric aircraft). In addition, an
airport that promotes, welcomes and draws aviation enthusiasts,
families and local non-aviation community members alike with
frequent open houses (airport days), classroom/lecture facilities, a
place to eat and enjoy a cup of coffee while watching and
experiencing the variety of airport activities, a place to camp
overnight with courtesy bikes/scooters to visit downtown Boulder.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:11 AM

A large well ran airport that allows accessibility without restrictions to
our great city. Growth of aviation businesses providing opportunity for
employment.
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Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:12 AM

I like the local airport and hope it can be viewed as a unique/valued
part of our community.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:16 AM

The airport has been a vital part of Boulder as long as I remember.
My interest in Aviation was fostered at open houses, and watching
the acraft, towplanes and gliders fly over the city.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:57 AM

Continue to have access to flight training and aircraft rental services.
Continue to use the airport as a launch point for testing flight safety
applications. I would love to see an option for flights to/from Denver
Airport.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:59 AM

a vital and growing general aviation hub

Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:13 AM

Certainly, a hub for transport. Especially as electrified aerial
transportation (air taxi) increasingly come on line. Also, a place for
training, education, and recreation.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:18 AM

Flight training should continue. Educational seminars on aviation
would be good. The public should be more informed on the
importance of Boulder Airport.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:18 AM

I see Boulder Airport as a recognized community asset, promoting
environmental research, respecting and reflective of the City of
Boulder. I see it as professional, airport that supports the City with
emergency services, becoming a vital link in the transportation plans
for air taxi's and providing an educational / recreational resource
promoted by and for the City for all ages.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:26 AM

Replace it with purposes that better serve the community, such as
dense/mixed-use affordable housing

Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:32 AM

I would love to see the Boulder Airport evolve into a place for
aerospace education for students, aviation training, and improve the
air to land integration of natural, open space. These are all things I
have learned from the airport myself and would love future
generations to have those same experiences locally.

Anonymous Boulder Municipal is a vital part of the community fabric yet is under
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4/10/2023 07:40 AM appreciated for its value in managing wildfire risk, providing STEM
education opportunities and incubating many a high value career.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:07 AM

Additional flight training and Buisness travel. Requesting the FAA to
establish an instrument approach would be great for both flight
training and bringing business aviation to Boulder

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:09 AM

Continue the current use and to be used for community emergencies.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:16 AM

I would like to see the airport further developed to be an air
transportation and business hub for long term economic growth.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:31 AM

Would like to see more air shows and events there. Would like to see
more flight operations and flight schools available there.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:32 AM

The Boulder airport is a vital part of the community. Moreover, it is an
obvious essential part of the Boulder County emergency services as
evidenced by the great role it played as a staging area during the
great floods. It saved lives and there is nothing to replace it if it is lost.
Even thinking about getting rid of this well established facility is
ridiculous. Many have chosen to build around the airport or move
next to it and now want to squeeze it out for personal interests and
now want to make the entire county worse off by losing access to
such a great facility for their own financial gains. The Boulder
Municipal Airport should continue its long history of education, access
to aviation experience near the mountains, and irreplaceable
emergency services function.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:42 AM

Continue to be a vibrant glider community. Pursue and become
adopters of environmentally friendly aviation fuels.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:43 AM

More glider operations - that is such an opportunity, especially for
youth, to be engaged in aviation. They learn so much about science,
weather, physics, coupled with personal growth, maturity, and building
confidence. So many communities are adding aviation to their high
school curriculum as a way to engage students in learning complex
subjects. Why is Boulder lagging behind? AOPA has the curriculum
available, Boulder needs to be forward-thinking to embrace the
opportunity. Would love to see an upgraded airport building, FBO,
flight school, aircraft fleet, more hangars. The economics make
sense.
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Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:45 AM

I would prefer to see continued flight operations, training, gliders, etc.
Expanded hangars would be great. The airport is economically vital to
the community. Would not recommend any major changes to current
operations or land planning.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:45 AM

Expansion of the airport to include modern traffic control and landing
equipment.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:18 AM

Boulder Municipal Airport should be a thriving community airport,
offering access, education and availability.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:20 AM

The airport is very important to the economic viability of the city and
should be improved to for the long term.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:24 AM

I’m not sure, but I wonder how many people use this airport and if
there would be a better use for the space. As a Gunbarrel resident,
the noise is sometimes an issue.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:29 AM

My connection to the Boulder airport is through youth education. The
airport has been and continues a vital resource for introducing
children and teenagers to aviation and research related to aviation. I
am not a pilot, my connection is as a volunteer working with local
pilots, especially the EAA. My vision is that the airport remains an
accessible and open to all place for everyone to watch and learn
about many types of aviation. As such I value the observation area,
Propeller Park, which was established as my son's Eagle Scout
Project, the terminal building, and easy access to all of the airport
facilities. We have had aviation training sessions in several of the
private hangars and I enjoy seeing families of all economic
backgrounds enjoying the airport as a place dream, watch aircraft
operations, listen to air traffic, etc. It may be nice to grow the visitor
area and possibly introduce some formal youth outreach programs.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:35 AM

I'd like to see the airport serving as an example site for demonstration
of next-generation sustainable changes and technologies, placing
Boulder at the forefront of the aerospace industry, as befits the home
to one of the world's strongest aerospace Universities. For example,
providing 100% sustainable aviation fuel for all flights, or offering
short haul electric passenger services to other regional airports like
Denver or those in the mountains.
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Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:39 AM

more modern, nice, inclusive. people understanding that the airport
has been there for a long time, if you don’t want to live near an airport
then don’t move next to one. the noise abatement is stupid.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:43 AM

Just keep it open

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:52 AM

Continue to be a great educational resource for CU's aerospace
program to allow students to perform hands-on flight training.
Continue to be a resource for local emergency responders (fueling of
medivac helicopter, infrastructure point for wild fire and flood
emergency response), continue to be a business park for local
business, and scientific institutes and provide an open undeveloped
space for flowers and animals.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:55 AM

The airport provides a unique and safe space for teens interested in
aviation. Both of my children are members of Civil Air Patrol and plan
to continue into military and aviation careers. I would love to see the
program grow and provide a safe and positive place for young people
to "hang out" and connect with other aviation enthusiasts. It would be
great to see more exposure and community outreach. I would love to
see more tours, lectures and educational events at the ariport. Also,
having food trucks for events would be really fun! I have seen such a
postiive change in my children from their involvement in CAP/
aviation. It is a drug and alcohol free environment and has really
motivated them to do well academically and socially. We need more
positive spaces for teens and young people to find a purpose and
passion.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:00 AM

Continues to support General Aviation, maintaining accessibility to
new-comers and recreational pilots to the hobby/industry. We still
need pilots, and it does not make sense to make it more difficult for
people to become one. It's already difficult enough for many.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:30 AM

We visit with the family to watch the planes and catch up with the
community. The more events and community building around the
airport the better.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:30 AM

Airports are critical. Boulder airport is needed for many purposes
including fire fighting, staging areas, scientific research, economic
growth, etc.
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Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:44 AM

Maintain accessibility to current aircraft and glider operations.
Improve accessibility to Boulder city via all-mode transportation
system.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:47 AM

A place where future generations can grow their interest and
understanding of aviation. As a college student studying Aerospace
Engineering, Boulder Municipal Airport has been a critical link to the
practical application of what I study in the classroom. Without the
education that professional Certified Flight Instructors provided close
to my living space (as I had no car), I may not have obtained a pilot
slot in the United States Air Force. Investing in the Boulder Municipal
Airport as a place for community, education, and business would pay
dividends to future generations.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:48 AM

Continue to provide services for recreational, educational and
professional activities

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:04 AM

I am concerned about the significant increase in noise and overhead
air traffic that has developed over the last 2 years.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:07 AM

I think the airport is an amazing community resource that supports
economic and social benefits. I don't think a lot needs to change, but
airport operations need continued support to allow it to continue to
support the area's aviation community, both recreational and
professional. Otherwise we risk "outsourcing" yet another required
community function to outlying cities, contrary to Boulder's goal of
being self-contained and sustainable.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:21 AM

Leave it as is.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:27 AM

Increase general aviation services to support scientific and technical
businesses in Boulder

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:30 AM

Not entirely sure, but if the use is overwhelmingly private and not
contributing to the community in a meaningful way, I don't think the
externalities are worth it- and I'm only referring to the externalities that
I'm aware of.
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Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:30 AM

Continued and expanded access to aviation. Enhanced training
opportunities for aspiring pilots. STEM outreach for boulder county
youth and underrepresented populations.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:48 AM

Support general aviation to promote education and training in the vital
aerospace industry including space, weather, public transportation
(i.e. airlines and air taxies for underserved rural communities), and
future technologies like vertical take off and landing drone taxis. With
an eye towards a smooth transition to climate responsible fuels and
propulsion.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 11:54 AM

To remain an airport, and evolve into a modern center for aviation use
& studies. A center that promotes and sustains private, business &
civil aviation operations. Including a restaurant or food services with a
viewing deck where dreamers can dream and find educational
information related to aviation in general, and aviation opportunities. A
modern center that attracts aviation related businesses and training
institutions (Flight, A&P Mechanic, Weather), and innovative groups
like those developing electric aircraft technologies. Additional hangers
& protected covered spaces for private, business & civil aircraft use.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:01 PM

The airport needs to grow (more hangars, better terminal, possibly
longer runway) to accommodate fire equipment, more users, and
potentially corporate jets. Rocky Mountain Metro is an attraction for
businesses, and Boulder needs to compete with it.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:09 PM

I believe the city and county should make investments to upgrade and
maintain the existing hangars and infrastructure at the airport, as well
as bring their policies of long-term ground leases in-line with other
municipalities around the country which do not take over ownership of
improvements (buildings constructed) after the end of a lease term.
The city needs to provide water/sewar and encourage private
investment to build and maintain hangars, or do it themselves. But if
the city takes the improvements from people who build the buildings,
they will not invest or maintain them. This is the current situation. This
is not what Longmont, or Greeley, or Broomfield do to their airport
tenants.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:14 PM

Continue to operate as a small Muni airport for scientific R&D,
emergency services, flight training and recreational flying. Develop a
community engagement aspect, such as a small visitor center and
restaurant. A small restaurant with a view of the field would attract
local people to the airport and give them an opportunity to enjoy
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watching aviation activities. The current airport management would
like to generate more airport revenue by attracting larger aircraft to
the airport, and I do not support that vision. It is not consistent with
any of the Boulder community values and would ruin the small airport
atmosphere of the Boulder Airport.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:24 PM

The airport and the FOB is maintained and improved. Additional
hangar spaces built.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:28 PM

The Boulder Municipal Airport should continue as a small, locally
controlled airport that supports educational opportunities for our
youth, critical emergency services (for fires, medical evac., etc.),
science-based non-profit activities, and flight training for future pilots.
In addition, the airport needs improved infrastructure, including a
modern fuel farm, new terminal with an observation deck and
restaurant to bring in more non-aviation families. These ideas
promote positive relationships with airport neighbors and continue to
grow the innovative potential of this venue for years to come.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:38 PM

An aviation hub that supports and promotes state of the art air
transport for the local community

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:38 PM

Continue to be available to support the Boulder community through
aviation training, education, Civil Air Patrol, etc.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:39 PM

Living for almost 25 years within the flight path of planes taking off
and landing at the airport I have noticed a wide variance in the noise
of different aircraft. Some planes are so quiet I barely notice them. My
vision would be that all aircraft be required to meet minimum noise
requirements. Additionally I have recently become aware of the
health hazard imposed upon neighbors of the airport from airplane
exhaust. My vision would also include minimizing the air quality risk
to neighbors of the airport.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:49 PM

The most immediate need is more hangar space and perhaps a
crack-down on non-aviation use of the current space. Another thing I
would like to see is that KBDU would offer unleaded aircraft fuel. That
seems a relatively low-hanging fruit as well. But in the long-run, I
would certainly like to see new businesses to come to the area e.g.
companies focusing on electric powered aircraft or novel, fuel efficient
designs. Boulder should keep it's edge on innovation and lead the
way into a carbon-neutral future. Aviation is a particularly difficult
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sector to wean-off fossil fuels, but it also offers a potentially large new
market. I would also like to see more involvement of the public, e.g.
through STEM events for kids and teens, and open house events at
the airport for families to foster a better understanding of the impact
of the airport, as well as to attract a diverse next-gen of aerospace
engineers, mechanics, pilots... Currently, the local EAA chapter is
offering a limited number of such programs, which could be built on.
A welcoming playground or in- and outdoor gathering spaces for
public use would be great as well. And last but not least, more electric
chargers for cars would be a plus too.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:53 PM

The airport serves my family and I very well as it currently exists.
There is always room for improvement and creative options but in my
travels to many smaller airports I would rank KBDU in the top quartile
with respect to my idea of what a smaller general aviation airport
should be. Aircraft owners and pilots are certainly a minority in
Boulder's population. However the airport does provide a staging
area when there are floods, fires, etc. that affect the area. The
possibility for fire and flooding is likely to increase as time goes on
and the airport is a natural place to stage rescue operations and fire
fighting operations. In my own case, I am a volunteer pilot and on the
board of Lighthawk. There have been many Lighthawk flights that
originated in Boulder that are flown in support of various
environmental issues.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 12:56 PM

I am a child of a pilot, with my father receiving his pilot’s license in the
early 2000s. Since I was a young girl, I have had the incredibly
privileged experience of flying with him and getting to know the world
of aviation. The Boulder Municipal Airport, along with the Erie
Municipal Airport, were strong pillars of my experience with aviation.
My father has also been a large part of the Young Eagles
organization, which helps introduce children to aviation and its many
benefits. As a woman now, this program, and the airport itself, is
crucial for maintaining the interest and exposure for kids and teens to
the world of aviation. The Boulder Municipal Airport itself represents
an inclusive and opportunistic pillar of Boulder County and beyond. It
has the unique ability to help the next generation of pilots and those
interested in other fields related to aviation. This is especially
important for those with ethnic and gender minorities get involved,
whereas they might not get the chance otherwise. If the airport’s land
were to be used for another use, it would be detrimentally affecting
those who are interested in aviation, who are currently training to
become pilots, and those who follow their passion for flying already.
Aviation combines the facets of intellect, an appreciation for nature
and traveling, and the opportunity to serve others. As someone who
was raised in Boulder County, these are all things that I have seen
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reflected in the airports and community that the airport provides.
Moving forward, I hope that the airport continues to be a place for
learning, exploring, and inspiring the next generation of explorers,
pilots, and a community that supports them.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:01 PM

I see the future of air travel ever more significant. To be a viable,
economic, and progressive place to do business, municipalities with
access to the future of eSTOL and 100% electric powered Aircraft will
have a distinct advantage as a place where general aviation, the
aerospace industry and progressive environmentalism will all
coalesce.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:03 PM

Lay off the easements and allow the final connection of bike path that
from 63rd to Boulder Creek path. I feel unsafe riding my bike down
61st onto Valmont to reach Boulder Creek path, and the path is SO
close to connecting Gunbarrel to central Boulder. Let's complete the
final link!

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:23 PM

Not sure if we need it here

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:24 PM

The Boulder Municipal Airport is truly unique amongst GA airports in
the US, in that it is so central and visible in such a forward-thinking
and progressive community. This allows for an incredible opportunity
to make the airport an essential piece of that forward-thinking and
progressive culture, and a model or other cities and airports. My
vision for the airport is to be a center that encourages innovation and
development in aviation and aerospace, and one that the city can be
proud of and promote! There are already several small aviation
businesses based at the airport whose products directly benefit the
public and/or environment (albeit not well promoted to the
community). Encourage more small business development in these
areas. Stimulate growth. Bring jobs and economic opportunities to
Boulder by fostering this forward-thinking potential that already exists,
but married to aviation and aerospace! My vision for the airport is as
a resource that is used responsibly in the pursuit and furtherance of a
progressive society. My vision for the airport is a community center
that inspires the residents and promotes economic opportunities for
those at all stages of life and levels of income. The airport fosters
many potentially lucrative jobs; pilot, mechanic, engineer, etc.
Promote these opportunities and careers to the residents of Boulder.
Not everyone wants to be, or can be a tech-millionaire.

Anonymous I think having local opportunities for private aviation is extremely
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4/10/2023 01:27 PM important. As a child, I was was first exposed to aviation and flying at
a small airport like Boulders’ and it was critical in my pursuit of
becoming an atmospheric scientist and having a career as a woman
in STEM. Having a small airport as a resource can be a really
important community tool for education.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:31 PM

Boulder is a university town with advanced learners, science and
technology experts, and overall intelligent people. Intelligent people
are constant learners and aviation is a mentally and physically
challenging pursuit that many intelligent people pursue when they
have mastered their areas of expertise professionally and personally.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:32 PM

I hope for the airport to be able to stay and allow for a continuation of
the airport community of recreation and flight training.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:32 PM

I absolutely love KBDU, it is my safe place. The people are wonderful,
the community, the scenery, KBDU is in my eyes the perfect airport! I
think KBDU deserves more funding, the work done there is helping
inspire tons of new pilots, and it's just a great place. If any place in
boulder deserves more funding, its KBDU.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 01:53 PM

Airport that is modern and up-to-date to attract business travelers to
the City of Boulder that otherwise operate from Rocky Mountain
Airport; Early adopter of no-lead fuel as it comes on line - installation
of tanks is necessary; use of rooftops on existing and future hangars
for solar energy collection

Anonymous
4/10/2023 02:40 PM

CLOSE IT DOWN. This is not 1928, not 1954, not 1980. There are
thousands of homes around this airport now and EVERY plane that
takes off from that airport annoys the s**t out of EVERY resident on
the ground. The fact that it still exists and that a handful of pilots find it
OK to piss off thousands of residents with each flight is ghastly. I will
attend a meeting ASAP. I suggest we hold a meeting on my patio on
a blue-sky Sunday morning sometime this summer.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 02:45 PM

Airport is an extremely important part of any modern high tech town.
If anything it should be expanded, and definitely NOT closed down.
My last 15 years have been around aviation community, both
personally and business.

Anonymous More city sponsored hanger space for general aviation aircraft
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4/10/2023 02:57 PM

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:01 PM

The Boulder Airport is a treasure we could not hope to replicate here
in this hyper valuable real estate market. We need to cherish and
improve it, with an especial concentration on our glider port, small
private airplane use, and a vision to encourage all forms of future air
travel for our people, and widened opportunities for flight education
on the ground and in the air.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:03 PM

A thriving place for business that supports the airport as a long-lasting
resource to the community.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:10 PM

My vision foresees the boulder airport used for fire mitigation, land
surveying, business networking opportunities and guided tours.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:23 PM

A thriving Airport with good general aviation. It is a place with a good
community and a staple for the aviation enthusiasts in Boulder.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:32 PM

I enjoy having the airport here even though I don’t use it. If it is to be
changed, I would like to see less development of infrastructure rather
than more.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:52 PM

Would like to see the airport continue operations. It is vital for the
economy of Boulder. As well as easily connecting the city to the rest
of the state and country easily.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:58 PM

More hangar space Small medium and large More training Nice
community buildings Camping Hub for electric aircraft Restaurant
space Access point for emergency services

Anonymous
4/10/2023 03:59 PM

I think that it should remain much as it is.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 04:01 PM

There is often constant daytime, and sometimes nighttime, air traffic
over Gunbarrel. It is often multiple planes at once and aircraft noise
can almost always be heard. This noise pollution, along with pollution
from fuel, reduces the quality of life in Boulder as well as negatively
impact the health of the community.

Anonymous Airports facing growth are typically moved to sparsely populated
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4/10/2023 04:12 PM areas. The Boulder airport, if it's going to attract more air traffic, would
be better situated north toward Hygiene and Lyons.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 04:14 PM

More inclusive to the community. Funds invested for a nicer feel,
more inviting to the community, more hangar space, more
transparency from the city and those running the airport.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 04:33 PM

It needs to be moved further down from the city, it is too loud.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 05:10 PM

General aviation provides many things to many people (especially in
a friendly environment like Boulder Airport): For the high-schoolers
and college students learning to fly, it offers an environment where
they can set goals and timelines, adopt disciplined study habits, face
their limitations (and build a solid work ethic in order to pay for flight
tuition). For older people taking lessons, it presents the chance to
learn valuable life skills - understanding the weather, troubleshooting
machinery - and it may represent the fulfillment of a lifelong dream.
For both of the above it provides a sense of achievement and
accomplishment that few other pursuits offer. For those making a
career out of aviation (often working as flight instructors) Colorado's
changing weather offers plenty of opportunity to build and hone pilot
skills. If you have flown on a regional carrier at any point in the past
few years there's a very good chance that the Captain or First Officer
up front learned to fly at a small regional airport, then built time as a
Certified Flight Instructor (again, at a smaller airport) before signing
on with an airline. Those skills they learned - possibly in the skies
over Northern Colorado - cannot be replicated in a simulator, but they
are the reason why the flight may have seemed uneventful to you as
a passenger. Boulder Airport should continue to be a vibrant center
for General Aviation

Anonymous
4/10/2023 05:11 PM

Get rid of it

Anonymous
4/10/2023 05:20 PM

I would like more public spaces for fun airport events (airport days for
adults and kids), and for non-profit group meetings (EAA, The Ninety-
Nines, etc.). I think it is critical to keep the airport functional and
thriving, and let Boulderites know how important it is for emergency
purposes (such as National Guard evacuations during fires and
floods, or helicopter medical transport and rescue), and for flight
training, where some pilots learn to fly for recreation, but others go on
to become commercial and airline pilots. Also, the airport has an
important economic function (glider rides, flight training and so on). I
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don't think that Boulder does enough to promote the airport and
aviation, so many people know nothing about it.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 05:41 PM

Better community buildings

Anonymous
4/10/2023 05:42 PM

I spend more time at the airport then I do at my own house. Airplanes
are my life, my passion, and my destiny. I do not see the need to
destroy it to build something completely unnecessary. I am not at all
opposed to improving the airport for the better, but if you destroy the
airport you destroy me and my future. That being said, please,
please, please I beg you. keep this community gem alive for future
generations to enjoy.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:23 PM

More comprehensive safety plan

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:41 PM

I would like to see Boulder Municipal Airport continue to provide
opportunities to young and old alike to learn how to fly gliders and fly
powered recreational aircraft. My daughter took her first glider flights
there at the age of 13 and now she is a US Air Force pilot at just 26
years old!! She will fly the F-35 fighter starting next month! This
airport and the people who work and fly there changed the direction
of her life and we are forever grateful. Condos don't create pilots,
airports do, and we need to keep this airport open. Opportunities to
learn to fly recreational aircraft are become less available and that
makes it hard for young people to even explore aviation. Boulder
County has always been a place where people from all walks of life
can enjoy unique opportunities. You can't fly gliders just anywhere
and the unique thermals at Boulder Municipal Airport are really
something special! Our community is a hotbed of innovation and we
have the opportunity to lead the way in aircraft powered by alternative
fuels. Add classrooms and hangars for people to get aviation
education. Add places for kids to learn how to build real airplanes.
Open an aviation tech incubator. Be a leader in the aviation
community instead of tossing it aside like yesterday's news so we can
build new housing that no one is excited about. Let's keep Boulder
Municipal Airport open for future generations!

Anonymous
4/10/2023 06:59 PM

I think we need more affordable housing options. I think this should
be the city's top priority, along with multimodal connections so that car
ownership is not necessary.
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Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:27 PM

Ban N4693Y. They are the only plane I can ever hear. Everyone else
is doing a great job mitigating noise.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 07:34 PM

It would be great to repurpose the site for broader use to a larger
community. Specifically I would like to see us use the site in support
of the additional housing and climate change goals of our community.
Airplanes are not in alignment with our climate change goals. I would
like to see the airport shut down and the site repurposed.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:20 PM

Not have an airport that serves such a small number of people…. Do
something better for the community with the space.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:35 PM

I think the airport should be closed and the land repurposed for
something that benefits the entire community. It's absurd that in 2023
we allow the use of leaded aviation fuel (small planes are the largest
source of lead pollution) and additionally tolerate the noise, disruption,
and carbon costs for such a miniscule benefit to a small slice of the
community. The City was here long before the airport was formed, the
location is too close to the City proper, there are almost no parts of
the City that can escape the regular flight paths, there are several
other airports within Boulder County that can be used, and the
voluntary noise abatement program is wholly inadequate. The airport
is in direct opposition to Boulder's environmental standards, climate
goals, and health and wellness standards. If it must remain open, I
would like to see leaded fuel completely banned, takeoffs and
landings directed only to/from the east to avoid, no touch and go
landings allowed, and taxes levied on flight schools and users that
support education, equity, and outreach programs that at least
minimally benefit the community at large. Stop allowing such a small
minority of the community to externalize lead, pollution, and noise
onto the rest of us.

Anonymous
4/10/2023 08:48 PM

I think we should get rid of it. Recreation for a few at the expense
(pollution, noise, etc) of the rest of the community isn't in keeping with
Boulder's values

Anonymous
4/10/2023 09:07 PM

I would love to see a restaurant, more hangar space, updated
facilities as well as a larger park for families and viewing areas.
“Propeller Park” has been very successful at hosting families, people
on lunch breaks as well as aviation enthusiasts.

Anonymous Personally i think the airport is rather isolated from the rest of boulder,
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4/10/2023 09:14 PM i think it should be better connected to the rest of the city on a social
level and maybe could be used as a minor transport hub for hopping
around to remote locations and resorts in the mountains

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:46 PM

Part of the community

Anonymous
4/10/2023 10:50 PM

A place where the aviation community can come together and
celebrate the unique industry. A place where local Boulderites can
come and be apart of Aviation, to learn how to fly and experience the
joy the airport environment.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 05:44 AM

A place for adventure seekers, plane enthusiasts, students, upcoming
pilots in training and a wonderful place that were so proud to have
access to.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:26 AM

The Boulder Airport has been a staple of the Boulder community for
95 years. Closing it to line a developers pocket would be devastating
to the strong community that it provides.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:46 AM

Maintain as a sustainable business and recreational link to the rest of
the world.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:30 AM

I'd like to see the availability of emergency flight operations, training
(to help relieve the pilot shortage), promotion of women in aviation,
and private/recreational aviation operations continue for another 95
years. This airport has been vital to the economy of this city.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:31 AM

Diversity of housing in a walkable mixed use format. It's a great place
for housing, close to parks and schools and easy bike access to
Boulder Junction and Downtown.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:37 AM

The airport should be decommissioned and the site should be
redeveloped to meet a mix of community needs, including housing,
business, and park space. If the City would like to retain a small area
for helicopter and/or future drone aviation, that would be reasonable.
However, the City must balance the benefits of the airport -- a
pleasant hobby for those who can afford it -- against the negative
impacts of the airport's operations, including excessive land use,
upkeep/maintenance costs, noise, lead pollution, and carbon
emissions. This balance of costs and benefits is simply not consistent
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with the values of environmental stewardship, inclusivity, and efficient
use of resources that are shared by the citizens of Boulder.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:56 AM

A vibrant community built for the future with walkable neighborhoods
and affordable homes

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:06 AM

It could use some updates to the main entry - but generally I like it.
good educational

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:06 AM

We need more support for our pilots and other people that use this
space, for example, the Civil Air Patrol. More areas for pilots to keep
their planes in the shade, whether that be more hangars or sun
shelters. We also should get a larger terminal building and dedicate a
wing to training the next generation. Alternatively, we could build a
building specifically dedicated to teaching the next generation.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:07 AM

it should be closed. airplanes emit lead based exhaust. airplanes are
a big source of noise pollution in the area.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:27 AM

I've always appreciated the welcoming atmosphere of small airports
and Boulder Municipal is no acception. There is a vibrant community
there that I think could grow and connect with the greater Boulder
populace.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:38 AM

More hangar space. A restaurant or coffee shop would be great.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:47 AM

Leave it alone. Provide additional middle housing throughout existing
low density zones in central Boulder

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:57 AM

This airport is a vital asset. I see no changes needed. This airport and
its programs have single handedly supported my teenage daughter in
building confidence and her growth as a leader, and encouraged her
aspirations of being an aviator. Programs like those at the BMA
(Journeys Aviation and Civil Air Patrol) are exactly the ones that will
protect our youth and teens, and keep them from being yet another
devastating statistic in this county. Please do not take this from them
at a time when teen mental health is in a nose dive (pun intended).

Anonymous I would like to see the airport remain as a functional airport and
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4/11/2023 09:00 AM continue to support growth in aviation, with the hope that the industry
is evolving to lessen the impact on the earth/environment. Would love
to see additional amenties on the property that are compatible with
the airport function - housing would be challenging here, but not out
of the question. Some ideas for compatible uses: park / play areas,
restaurant and/or bar for gathering space connected to trail system.
Safe & shady places to watch the planes come & go.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:14 AM

Maintain services for recreational aviation, business, fire mitigation,
emergency support actions. Educate anti-airport crowd to importance
of airport economically, socially, and safety-provisionally. e.g.
compare to golf courses, concert venues, recreational sites and
business parks.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:46 AM

It should be a historical landmark and nobody should ever attempt to
take it down.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:50 AM

Close it. When the airport was originally built it was in a rural
environment. That is no longer the case, plus we now know the
dangers of the chemical pollution spewing from the planes as well as
the noise pollution at all hours of the day and night. The income
generated from the airport is miniscule compared to the income that
could be generated if the land became mixed use housing
(affordable) and business. PLUS, question number 2 is ridiculous -
who came up with that? Really, we're supposed to 'rank' those
things? BS.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:58 AM

With so many other nearby and larger airports and Boulder's need for
more housing, it seems foolish to maintain the Boulder Airport for only
a few privileged aircraft owners. At the same time, the flight schools
and glider operations are responsible for a non-stop circulation of
noisy and polluting planes in our skies. We place great value on our
open spaces, but we seemingly don't value the skies above us. Why
is that?With so many other nearby and larger airports and Boulder's
need for more housing, it seems foolish to maintain the Boulder
Airport for only a few privileged aircraft owners. At the same time, the
flight schools and glider operations are responsible for a non-stop
circulation of noisy and polluting planes in our skies. We place great
value on our open spaces, but we seemingly don't value the skies
above us. Why is that?With so many other nearby and larger airports
and Boulder's need for more housing, it seems foolish to maintain the
Boulder Airport for only a few privileged aircraft owners. At the same
time, the flight schools and glider operations are responsible for a
non-stop circulation of noisy and polluting planes in our skies. We
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place great value on our open spaces, but we seemingly don't value
the skies above us. Why is that?

Anonymous
4/11/2023 10:32 AM

your survey needs work

Anonymous
4/11/2023 10:46 AM

Strict regulation for flight paths, excluding residential neighborhoods
from flight paths, severe fines for aviation over residential areas,
especially low altitude (aka buzzing homes dozens of times per day)

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:10 AM

More hangers, continued access to flight training and recreational
flyers access.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:11 AM

I hope it stays, because even though I make (and teach) aviation in
many forms, the Boulder Airport is a unique, privileged and superb
glider flying location.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:17 AM

To keep it as a public airport.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:21 AM

KBDU has, and always should be an integral part of the City of
Boulder. Having an airport is a privilege that most cities don't have. It
contributes significantly to the community in the forms of economy,
accessibility, education, support of aviation hobbies, community
involvement, etc.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:31 AM

Continue FAA required services.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:53 AM

Maintenance and improvement to existing tarmac/runways/buildings.
Would encourage on-site restaurant, picnic area to observe flights,
additional aircraft services.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 12:02 PM

Keep the same or reduce airplane use. I live very close and would not
like the noise level increased. Currently does not bother us but do not
want increased activity there.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 12:02 PM

I would love to see Boulder comtine to invest in its airport. Providing
long term land leases to individuals passionate about general aviation
to stimulate investment in hanger space and allowing the areas south
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of the airport to be expanded. The addition of a restaurant with a
viewing platform and public shared spaces to bring people into the
airport would make it more welcoming too. Boulder airport has a
foothold in electric aviation and it would be great to see the expansion
of infrastructure to support more electric aircraft at BDU. Gliders are a
hallmark of the Boulder airport ( the trailhead to the Rocky Mountain
Skies) and both flying and towing them has been the foundation of my
career as an ecological research pilot for the NEON program of the
NSF. Before my career in aviation I worked on the ground as a
wildland firefighter and saw firsthand the benefits of aviation support
in stopping ever more common losses in the wildland urban interface.
I think maintaining the Boulder airport for firefighting operations is
essential to the continued fire protection of the community.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 12:07 PM

Want to help train the next generation of pilots?Want the City to
subsidize unleaded fuel at BDU

Anonymous
4/11/2023 12:11 PM

We would like the Boulder Airport to continue in its location. It is an
economical resource for the community, it has pilot training, is used
during fires (extremely important), we enjoy seeing airplanes fly in
and out. It may be a great hub in the future for shuttles to and from
DIA, possible deliveries of goods. Most pilots do not take off or land
during the night, we appreciate that. My husband was a pilot in the
Marines, and enjoys seeing the planes take off and land. The only
other option we might support, would be to turn the airport into a
Park/Open Space. We support the continuation of Boulder Airport!

Anonymous
4/11/2023 01:20 PM

If the airport became accessible land, then I’d like to see and
experience more affordable housing, retail to reflect the needs of the
community of East Boulder, and open space trails.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 01:21 PM

I don’t have much of a vision of the airport other than I enjoy running
by it frequently on Independence. I wouldn’t like to see it turned into
more luxury housing, that’s for sure.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 01:44 PM

I don't see any great need to change operations at the airport. I don't
ever see it being large enough for business travel for me, and I don't
want the noise pollution that would come along with expansion. I think
it serves a purpose as being a place for recreational small plane
usage and don't see any need for it to close.

Anonymous I don't think it needs to be changed, its amazing and everyone there
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4/11/2023 02:12 PM is super kind.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 02:37 PM

The airport needs: 1. More hangars. This is fundamental and
important across the region.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 02:56 PM

renovate and expand private hanger availability, set up GAMI 100UL
distribution

Anonymous
4/11/2023 02:58 PM

Limited plan size and noise impact

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:14 PM

Make it into housing

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:20 PM

Get rid of it, and build low income housing. In recent years the
constant roar of low flying airplanes is destroying Sawhill Ponds and
Walden Ponds. Neighborhoods in that area, and gunbarrel are taking
the brunt of the constant noise. It is also creating unhealthy toxins. I
am so tired of hearing that constant loud noise.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:26 PM

Generally as is, with some improvements to expand accessibility and
use for general aviation including expanded hangar space, youth in
aviation programs, flight training, etc.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:34 PM

Boulder airport serves a vital need to the community by allowing for
the transport of time-sensitive medical items (such as organs). It also
adds to the diverse set of activities available to our residents, which is
one of the main contributor to the quality of life here.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:34 PM

If City Council is really serious about affordable housing either
convert the airport to a 100% affordable housing complex or leave it
an airport

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:36 PM

Limit noise sensitive development nearest the airport, better than has
been done thus far. Maintain accessibility. Prioritize good
governance. Improvements tailored to Boulder, including incentives
and funding to hasten replacement of leaded fuel.

Anonymous No more jets of any kind at any time of the day……..
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4/11/2023 03:48 PM

Anonymous
4/11/2023 03:49 PM

I’d like To see it shut down, but if that is not possible I’d like to see
much stricter noise abatement regulations enforced.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:01 PM

Unobtrusive

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:08 PM

I think a small airport for local use is reasonable. We live where the
planes fly over us in circles and make lots of noise and so I would like
to see that reduced.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:10 PM

I have been to and testified at many government hearings over a
period of 40 years. NEVER have I seen such an idiotic "Open
House". Disguised as Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (however that
works in managing an airport) this is a power grab by the city to take
over and eventually destroy the airport for some virtue signaling
politicians and residents who are offended by a few Cessnas buzzing
overhead. I am glad I am selling out, firing my employees and leaving
this liberal wasteland. I'll come back to rebuild this place when there
are no idiot liberals running the place. HOW ABOUT FIXING THE
ROADS?? HOW ABOUT STOPPING THE OVERCHARGING ON
CITY SERVICES? Those are two things than need addressing
immediately.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:13 PM

No More expansion, no early morning noise, safety

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:28 PM

I hope it will continue to attract and encourage aviation enthusiasts of
all ages, especially youngsters from under-served populations who
often do not get an opportunity to learn about aviation careers
otherwise.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:39 PM

I think it should remain as it is - a small community airport for small
aircraft and also used as a coordination site during emergencies. Do
not allow larger aircraft at the airport such as large private business
jets. Keep the airport small for local private small plane use and for
gliders. Do not repurpose the airport. Do not build housing there -
residents would then just complain about the aircraft noise.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:44 PM

We really need to keep an airport in Boulder. The two main benefits
to the wider community are having the ability for Flight for Life to have
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somewhere to land in town, and an airport for flights of spotter planes
for wildfires. There are other airports in the area, but not having one in
town would be a massive mistake. Please don't get rid of the airport!

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:49 PM

Operations continue as normal at the airport, but the area is
revitalized to better engage with the non-aviation community by the
addition of restaurants, museum, community events, etc.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:55 PM

crucial to implement and enforce rerouting to reduce noise pollution
and danger posed to nearby home owners.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:57 PM

Not disruptive to the quality of life of those living nearby

Anonymous
4/11/2023 04:59 PM

This airport could be a great hub for air tours that show schools/non-
profits/philanthropists the impacts of climate change, critical
watersheds and the value of protecting beautiful landscapes and
ecologies.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 05:00 PM

Encouraged to grow and expand

Anonymous
4/11/2023 05:01 PM

No vision. Just an airport.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 05:04 PM

Continue as a local airport that supports the local community with
Medvac, fighting forest fires, educating and teaching people about the
importance of aviation, learning to fly and this airport could be the
leader in electric airplane development. Also have a museum to
celebrate all the historical features, stories that this airport has
created

Anonymous
4/11/2023 05:38 PM

Shutter the airport and turn the land into mixed zone housing that
links Boulder and Gunbarrel by bike and bus.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 05:47 PM

A community should strive to maintain and increase its services over
time, not reduce them. The airport is a vital and useful resource
which in the topography of Boulder makes our community unique. I
regularly walk over to watch the airplanes and gliders from my house
nearby. Additional hanger construction would be useful.
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Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:05 PM

Would like to see more hangar space.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:06 PM

To continue to serve the nation as an airport. Airports around the
country are disappearing and rarely are new ones built. Aviation is a
vital activity, industry, and freedom that we would be ignorant to cast
aside. "Repurposing" airports for housing,
residential/commercial/industrial development, and restaurant or retail
centers is horrendously short-sighted.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:08 PM

Less noise pollution

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:10 PM

If you want to improve it, fine, but don't get rid of the airport. It has
been here longer than people who complain about the noise. More
people at the open house seemed to support the airport than those
who complained. Listen to the people and stop with this whole
project. There are more important issues we should be working on
and spending tax money on right now.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:28 PM

I would like to see this land transitioned to higher value, safer, and
more environmentally sound uses for the community

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:31 PM

The airport is great and very nice to have in the area.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:36 PM

Occasional support for scientific flights

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:42 PM

It doesn't need change. It's fine as is.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:50 PM

Continue and support general aviation including power and glider
operations. Provide essential emergency capacity in case of fire/flood
(e.g. in 2013 hundreds of people were evacuated from the mountain
communities to the airport. P.s. the ranked choices above are silly. No
one asks if the downtown RTD station should embody 13 different
values in order of preference. Also, it’s only by chance that I found out
about this questionnaire. CoB is not adequately seeking and getting
input from the entire community.
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Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:50 PM

I live near the airport and moved to our home 32 years ago knowing
airplanes would be flying overhead. I would like the airport to be left
functioning but to be more cognizant of adhering to the voluntary
noise abatement rules. I would like to see the airport engage with the
public by building an airport community center (art space, coffee
shop). The airport has many positive assets. Emergency services
during fire and flood, training needed pilots, big research projects
from NOAH, NIST, NCAR, University of Colorado, etc.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 06:51 PM

Expanded general aviation with more hanger space.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:00 PM

Remain open

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:00 PM

I would love to see airport improvement, such as: extended runway
areas, more instrument approaches(vor ils, rnav), and improved
airport lighting (runway taxiway), possibly increased public parking
and expanded tiedowns

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:11 PM

Keep as is

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:14 PM

Closed, re-developed

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:15 PM

This is a poorly written survey. Keep the airport unchanged

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:38 PM

Wonder how to add housing, research, community space if desired,
not really familiar enough to understand the area limitations or needs
yet.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:41 PM

I would like to see major revisions to airport facilities, such as
increasing hangar space in locations where other
businesses/neighborhoods would not be affected. I would also like
airport facilities such as FBO's and airport administration to be
updated. I also think there is immense potential for the Boulder airport
to be used as a hotspot of innovation and research, given the
concentration of aerospace-related institutions in the Boulder/Denver
area. For example, I'm an undergraduate aerospace engineering
student at CU Boulder, and I think the university could make far
greater use of Boulder airport for research and education. However,
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more important than all other things on this list, I would like to see
concerted action to switch to an unleaded general aviation fuel. I'm a
pilot, and lead poisoning scares the hell out of me, considering I work
with leaded fuel on a regular basis and live less than a mile from the
airport. I know this is a much larger issue than what to do with
Boulder Municipal, but I would like to see a concerted effort on both a
local and state level to eliminate leaded fuels from our airports. I don't
think banning avgas is a good solution right now, since without any
available alternatives, it would completely destroy general aviation. I
would like to see a concerted effort by the state government to
incentivize research and production of 100 octane unleaded aviation
fuels, approved by the FAA for use in most aircraft piston engines.
Once such fuels become available, I would like to see leaded fuels be
phased out at Boulder airport as soon as possible.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:48 PM

Keep it open

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:48 PM

A long lasting future!

Anonymous
4/11/2023 07:56 PM

.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:09 PM

Continue to provide access to flight training services and other
aviation education opportunities

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:10 PM

I wish to see Boulder Municipal Airport expand.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:12 PM

housing, open space, a new community

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:17 PM

This airport should not be nearly as busy. The amount of air traffic has
impacted the quality of life for those of us who live underneath it, with
the majority of us not using the airport.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:18 PM

I do not support "hobby" flying. It's an activity that creates stupid
amounts of environmental and sound pollution that a severely limited
number of people even get to enjoy.

Anonymous Reduce noise and pollution from leaded fuel.
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4/11/2023 08:18 PM

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:34 PM

It should be a hub in the city for both economic and personal
opportunity.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:34 PM

I do not think there is a need for An airport in Boulder. It primarily
seems to be for recreation, but the negative environmental and health
impacts of planes flying over Boulder should outweigh the hobbies of
a select few.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:40 PM

The connector multi use path from gunbarrel to valmont that's
currently being blocked by the FAA because it's in the runway path
should be built.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 08:49 PM

Keeping it as it is.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:17 PM

The Boulder Airport is a vital part of the community and facilitates
connection to other parts of the state and country for business and
recreation. The Boulder airport and aviation community is one of the
special aspects of Boulder and why I still live and work here. Many
things have change in Boulder over the 35 years I have lived here,
some hard to swallow, but losing the Boulder Airport would be a step
too far. It is part of the soul of Boulder and losing it would cause
Boulder to lose more of that special character that makes it what it is.
Not everyone uses it… but they should.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:31 PM

The Boulder airport is an important engine of the local economy. I
would like to see its development be a priority for our community and
investment targeted to enhancing operations at the airport. I think a
strong case can be made that we can balance environmental and
local considerations alongside the economic benefits of keeping the
airport open.

Anonymous
4/11/2023 09:50 PM

I would see dense multi-use residential and commercial properties or
a concerted area for wraparound supports for unhoused persons

Anonymous
4/11/2023 11:03 PM

I'd like it to be used for local recreational aviation.
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Anonymous
4/12/2023 01:27 AM

It should stay as-is mostly—the only changes made should be in the
interest in expanding and maintaining the longevity of aviation
operations. It should not be repurposed.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 01:38 AM

No changes to the status quo are needed. I believe that development
of this area will benefit the developers, without much benefit to
underserved populations in our city. The city pays lip service to
including affordable units in new developments, then allows those
affordable units to be located off-site in undesirable areas wherever
the developers can dump them. There is no need to repeat this
patronizing behavior on a currently functional portion of our city.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 04:52 AM

It’s part of Boulder!!! Leave it alone!

Anonymous
4/12/2023 05:26 AM

Hangar and Business Development

Anonymous
4/12/2023 05:27 AM

Combination residential and commercial. The noise from the airport is
intolerable and no one monitors or controls it.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 05:33 AM

Okay my 2 cents. I would like to see some noise reduction from
planes . Appears to be hobbyist mainly and I have hobbies that don’t
make the whole county aware that I’m doing them. Golf/biking/fishing
etc. it just seems like a huge waste of fuel to me and constant noise
pollution.I don’t see any real benefit to the community from the airport
unless they want to buy a fleet of wildfire fighting helicopters. God
knows we will need them.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:06 AM

Housing, close airport

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:16 AM

Stays the same, don’t move near an airport if you don’t like airplanes.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:40 AM

Improve and maintain it. PLEASE don't turn it into a homeless shanty
town!

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:48 AM

I'm not familiar with the current airport, I need more information.
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Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:55 AM

No changes are needed. This is a waste of time.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:00 AM

At the bottom of this survey, it says "sign up for project updates". If
you click that text, it takes you away from this survey and erases
EVERYTHING you have already entered. I now have to redo
everything.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:09 AM

No lead gas... its 2023 what the hell are we doing.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:24 AM

The airport is an important part of our thriving city. While I don't
personally participate in general aviation, I appreciate the recreational
and career opportunities it gives to many people. I live near the
airport and used to live under the landing approach and the noise has
never bothered me, especially since pilots respectfully throttle down
while flying over town. The glider operation gives access to some of
the best soaring in the country. The continued operation of the airport
is essential for the well-being of the city and the aviation community
as a whole.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:41 AM

Hangar improvements and a restaurant for anyone to enjoy.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:43 AM

The airport needs more hangars to store planes, and a better
restaurant.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:44 AM

Keep it an airport!

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:55 AM

I don't see why anything needs to change with the airport, it's a great
resource. Though I've never used it I like having the gliders there, I'd
like to take a flight someday.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:00 AM

Our airport is an important part of the community and should remain
that way. Boulder stands apart from so many other cities due to the
incredible access to recreation, and the airport is unique in providing
access to the sky. Airline pilots begin their careers here in Boulder,
the glider club is world-class, and countless people enjoy the amazing
views. As for noise, even living under the landing pattern, the noise is
a non-issue. Leaf blowers present a much bigger noise problem and
affect the entire city versus a select few people who knowingly moved
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near an airport and are now complaining it's too loud.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:00 AM

Close it and convert the space into a homeless shelter and mental
health facility.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:04 AM

Keep it open for wildfire efforts.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:19 AM

No commercial aircraft service. Limit to local recreational use.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:27 AM

Continue general aviation support (I have lived near the airport for 25
years and do not agree with the whiny airport critics).

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:29 AM

I think the airport should be closed and Boulder should build an
affordable housing project there. The airport serves very few non-
recreational purposes that can be easily picked up by other more
modern airports close by. It's essentially a rich people's playground. I
have continuously been surprised that for so many years the
extremely noisy tow plane operations for the gliders have been
permitted to operate directly over the city.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 08:32 AM

Like the vast majority of folks in Boulder, I'm poorly informed about
the airport: its role in our economy, perhaps in emergency services,
and in recreation. And I have some serious concerns about this
survey - and the legitimacy of surveying people with insufficient
knowledge about the airport.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:16 AM

Add more business and recreational opportunities.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:32 AM

Support for recreation without expanding noise pollution

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:36 AM

The City should seriously consider decommissioning the airport and
redeveloping the site as a mixed use and mixed income
neighborhood with a heavy focus on permanently affordable middle
income housing (to rent or to own) and missing middle housing forms
(plexes, townhomes, cottage courts). It would be great if this
neighborhood could be an experiment in transit-connected, walkable,
bikeable, car-light living. I'd also love to see us work on enabling
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different forms of co-op housing. There should be neighborhood
serving retail. We probably do not need more office space or
industrial in this region since those are well represented in East
Boulder already. I also doubt we need another big park since it's so
close to Valmont City Park, but it should have community green
space and multi-use paths throughout.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:42 AM

I’d like to see educational programs, fund raising for the airport, and
safety.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:43 AM

Sunsetting it's fixed wing operations over a 20-30 year time horizon
and gradually building in commercial and housing use. Maintain
VTOL operations and facilities for OEM purposes.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:52 AM

I'm most interested in having the city of Boulder complete the Andrus
Road to Airport Road Multi-Use Path Project. I understand there are
some limitations from the FAA. I just hope that conversations about
the airport and it's future would not impede trail connections from
Gunbarrel to Boulder. General connectivity to the airport would be
interesting. i.e. expanding the path networks around this area of
Boulder would be of interest to me.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:06 AM

Fewer flights in and out and more sustainable fuel used to ensure
toxins are not being released in the air in the areas around.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:14 AM

Take notes from the hangar in Lowry. Completely repurposed a
military base with multiple air strips into a thriving community with
various housing accommodations, restaurants and retail shops.
Currently, the Boulder airport is nuisance. Leaded fuel planes crop
dust is with lead. Consistent noise. Only for a small group of
enthusiasts to enjoy. The environment impact of this site is large. It
should be completely redeveloped. In the near term, all leaded fuels
should be banned. In the long term, this property should be
completely redeveloped with the culture, environment and lifestyle of
all Boulderites in mind. From a highest and best use perspective, the
parcel associated with the airport is entirely misused, mismanaged
and should be completely reconsidered immediately. There are far
better uses for our community than an airport.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:32 AM

I live east of the airport directly below the flight path of many small
aircraft. Noise mitigation and safety assurances are my priorities.
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Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:42 AM

There is no accountability for the planes flight path to the airport. I
bought a home with the knowledge that planes WILL NOT FLY
OVERHEAD. This is a sham. They fly overhead constantly, spuing
their exhaust and noise pollution, without any concern for the public.
Taxes increase and the care and concern to the public who pays the
bills is obviously not a priority to the city/county. This is deplorable,
who's pocket is really be inappropriately filled? I think the airport
should be moved to an uninhabitable area for the benefit of the
public's health and wellbeing within the city.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:44 AM

Continued glider access - it’s an incredible sport!

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:48 AM

A transportation infrastructure asset, integrated with other modes of
transportation that augments and enhances life in Boulder and nearby
commiunities,

Anonymous
4/12/2023 11:01 AM

To stay as it is without any changes. We don't want or need another
huge commercial operation this close to the Longmont Airport and the
negative impact of the incredibly invasive jump/parachute planes.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 11:01 AM

Continue to support local aviation operations. As a transitioning
veteran, BDU was instrumental in my ability to find work and being
able to live here. It also served as a base of operations for firefighting
support.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 11:25 AM

I want to be able to use the airport for affordable commercial
commuter flights to nearby cities. I am walking distance from the
airport and would welcome the ability not to have to go all the way to
DEN. I love having the airport and I love watching the gliders and
small planes. I wish there were more reasons to walk up to the airport
and just hang out. A nice cafe maybe with a small parklet near the
runway?

Anonymous
4/12/2023 11:46 AM

More modern vibrant airport with updated infrastructure that supports
our residential and business communities. Better pilot engagement to
ensure we are good neighbors to our nonflying neighbors.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 11:59 AM

No Boulder Municipal Airport. There is no reason for Boulder to have
an airport right in the city. Use the land currently occupied by the
airport for humanitarian purposes that benefit all Boulder citizens not
just the private airplane owners and unnecessary glider entertainment
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businesses. Air services can be transferred to KLMO and KBJC. The
airport location would be ideal for much needed low income
affordable housing.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 12:39 PM

Boulder Muni is an asset to the community and as evidenced by
CDOT's latest economic impact report, adds substantial value to the
local economy. With infrastructure improvements and regular
maintenance, our general aviation hub will continue to be a strong
industry member.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 12:51 PM

Minimize the airport and associated pollution (leaded gas, noise,
visual of planes). There are airports nearby in Broomfield and
Longmont. If the City is so concerned about housing why not develop
that area for housing and mixed-use? So few in the city take
advantage of the airport.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 12:55 PM

a place where general aviation can continue to thrive

Anonymous
4/12/2023 01:58 PM

I would like to see limitations on small pleasure cruiser planes. They
drop lead particulate into our air and contribute to poor air quality/AQI
in Boulder. Unfortunately, your public meetings are held at times when
I work, so I cannot attend.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 02:00 PM

Become an example of sustainable use of aviation within local
communities

Anonymous
4/12/2023 02:36 PM

I would like it to have less small plane practice landings which are
extremely annoying to listen to.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 03:07 PM

Provide a collection of activities to the Boulder community
(restaurants, education opportunities for children and adults).
Limit/change flight patterns to reduce the noise and safety impacts on
the neighboring communities.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 03:10 PM

responsible use of open space

Anonymous
4/12/2023 03:36 PM

Continue operating as a small general aviation airport including all
types of aviation, power, gliders, skydivers. Enhance airport to
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improve public access and education opportunities (STEM) for the
Boulder community.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 04:00 PM

leave it alone

Anonymous
4/12/2023 04:15 PM

For gliders, please install a winch to launch the planes (as is common
in Europe) to eliminate the noisy, polluting aerotowing. Leaded fuel
should be banned immediately. All Fossil fuel use should be phased
out within 10 years , allowing only electric planes in the future.
Operations should be cut back overall.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 04:18 PM

I hope the land currently occupied by the Boulder Municipal Airport
becomes transit-accessible, with rail, bus, bike, and pedestrian
infrastructure. I would like to see high-density development that
incorporates a mix of uses. Industrial, commercial, biotech, housing
(workforce & market rate), and public spaces. The development will
be regulated by a form-based zoning code that will prioritize street-
level activation, and allow a diverse range of building styles and
designs.The architectural design standards will be developed in
cooperation with professional architects, planners, and citizens, and
will prioritize urban beauty and livability, while incorporating the public
feedback from the design standard development process, and the
engineering design standards will prioritize sustainability and
longevity. The development will incorporate a mix of ~25 story
buildings, ~10 story buildings, and buildings between 2 and 5 stories.
A mix of different lot sizes, and an incorporation of a short-block grid
will increase walkability and a multiplicity of building types. Having
buildings close together, and limiting building setbacks will also
contribute to the livability of the development. This development will
prioritize pedestrians, bikers, and transit riders, with all streets within
the development either car-free or heavily car restricted. The streets
would also be a limited width, and incorporate living infrastructure
(grasses, flowers, shrubs, small trees, and large trees). On the blocks
of the development, there will be a diverse range of activation. Each
block will have at least one commercial space, and zoning will allow
all of the uses stated above to coexist in close proximity. The
development will have no effects on current residents views, as it is
on the fringe of Boulder’s developed area. In fact, it will create a
beautiful skyline that mirrors nature’s skyline of the foothills and
flatirons.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 04:18 PM

I would like to see all the glider activity stopped. The noise is
unbearable on weekends
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Anonymous
4/12/2023 05:06 PM

I think more housing around the site, and paths connecting through it,
would be great.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 05:46 PM

As I see it now, I don't think there necessarily needs to be a change to
the Boulder airport. The airport, like anything else in our society,
should continuously strive to be safer, more environmentally
sustainable, and inclusive to any member of the public that may be
interested in their services.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:01 PM

I would like to see the airport removed completely and the space
turned into affordable residential housing, commercial occupancies
for buisnesses that support local commerce provide employment
opportunities for local residents and parkland for joining each of the
adjascent residential and commercial neighborhoods.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:53 PM

KBDU has a unique set of operations most namely the medivac use,
glider operations, and flight training. The airport fulfills its current
niche and works with the community to operate in an agreeable
manner. Glider operations at the airport are particularly unique and
environmentally friendly - pilots often fly hundreds or over 1000km all
under the power of the wind and sun. I wouldn’t see much changing
with the Boulder airport, other than further embracing and improving
upon the niche it already fills in the aviation community. All of the
flight training brings in money and trains the future generation of pilots
who go on to fly in the military, airlines, and more which is of huge
importance to the economy in Boulder and around the world. Flying is
a big part of the lives of those who use the airport and is one of the
best sites in the world to fly gliders. It would be heartbreaking to see
this land used for some other purpose like a park, restaurant, or
especially commercial or residential use - this could easily be placed
elsewhere. Once this airport is gone, it’s gone forever along with the
future of Boulder’s influence on aviation and the livelihoods and
passion of the pilots who fly there.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:56 PM

Having this airport available for private aviation and flight training is a
vital part of Boulder's future.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 06:57 PM

We desperately need affordable housing and better land use. This
airport does not serve most people. Conversion of the land to
housing is essential and best use of this land.
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Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:10 PM

If the airport stays an airport, I would like the requirements of the
airport changed such that airplanes may not use leaded fuel to
prevent lead contamination of land and air around the airport.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:12 PM

The airport MUST be preserved and supported. The airport has major
economic importance, secondary purpose it acts as a center point for
natural disasters (flood 2013) and it is a unique and beautiful place to
fly out of. Let me be clear, the airport MUST be supported and
aviation at Boulder Muni should flourish!

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:53 PM

Reduce the noise. Some planes have no mufflers and are very loud.
Major airports have noise restrictions why not small airports like
Boulder

Anonymous
4/12/2023 07:56 PM

A place of strong general aviation.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 09:21 PM

Keep the airport open and invest in its future. Add a children’s play
area to expose them to the wonderful world of aviation. Encourage
local businesses to hold events there such as the extremely fun,
popular and successful 1940s Ball. Develop a dog-friendly nature
hiking area around the airport perimeter.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:23 PM

I am opposed to further residential development on the airport site. It
is not appropriate and the airport is needed as an airport.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:29 PM

My vision for the airport is that it remain an airport. It's funny that it's
the only piece of city property that is constantly "under review" - not
the case with the library, the bus station, parks, etc. I started working
at the Boulder airport as a kid, pumping gas. I learned how to fly,
made it a career, and now own an aviation business. The airport is
part of the National Transportation System, that's why the FAA
continues to fund it, for which we have entered into an agreement
with, that we are bound to. Beyond that, it's a place for people to fly,
work, travel, learn, discover new skills, have community, and be
entertained. It's the place where we go when there is a fire or flood,
it's where our emergency services people train, it's where the hospital
helicopter is based. For the opponents of the airport that complain
about the airplanes; I have been to an handful of City airport
meetings, and for 30 years the same small group of people account
for the bulk of the complaints. If the airport were no longer there, they
would find something else to be discontent about. For those who
want to develop the property, at some point you have to ask where
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that ends. Do we pave over the green belt, libraries, ball fields? All for
another set of condos and coffee shops? The airport is an asset to
Boulder as an airport. It should be looked at that way, and made to
look like the gateway to a great city, which it is.

Anonymous
4/12/2023 10:44 PM

Shut it down asap. It is making previously "Quiet Zone" residential
neighborhoods a living hell with safety issues (student pilots looping
endlessly, sometimes crashing), health issues (lead exhaust
cumulative exposure) and loud noises so we can't even have a
conversation sitting in our yard. It is an absolute disgrace and the city
is not listening to the MANY Boulder citizens who have complained.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 12:53 AM

Commercial planes/alternative to DIA

Anonymous
4/13/2023 02:07 AM

Please leave as an airport, Kids and grownups love watching
airplanes

Anonymous
4/13/2023 04:58 AM

My only hope is that there won’t have any more noise than what we
already have. Planes idling above our homes in Gunbarrel, dumping
unleaded gas exhaust, preventing us from having audible
conversations in our back yards. As far as I am concerned my
preference would be to have no airport in my neighborhood at all.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 05:22 AM

Closed and replaced by affordable housing

Anonymous
4/13/2023 05:38 AM

Repurpose the land. The airport is used by a tiny fraction of city
residents.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 06:13 AM

Airport is fine as is. Hangers need updating and the airport manager
needs to be replaced

Anonymous
4/13/2023 06:50 AM

Boulder Municipal Airport has the potential to be transformed into a
sustainable community that provides affordable housing for residents
in the Boulder area. The site's location and infrastructure make it an
ideal location for such a project. The airport could be repurposed into
a mixed-use development that combines residential units, commercial
spaces, and public amenities. The development could include a
variety of housing types, including apartments, townhouses, and
single-family homes, to accommodate a diverse range of residents.
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Anonymous
4/13/2023 06:55 AM

Boulder, like many cities across the United States, is facing a severe
housing crisis. The cost of living in the area has skyrocketed in recent
years, making it increasingly difficult for working-class families and
individuals to afford housing. This crisis has far-reaching
consequences, from displacement and homelessness to the erosion
of the community fabric that makes Boulder such a unique and
vibrant place to live. Repurposing the land where Boulder Municipal
Airport is located for the public good is an opportunity to address this
crisis head-on. By transforming the airport into a sustainable
community that provides affordable housing and public amenities like
parks, Boulder can create a model for other cities to follow. Moreover,
repurposing the land in this way aligns with Boulder's values of
sustainability and social justice. By using the land for affordable
housing, the city can help reduce its carbon footprint by reducing
commutes and increasing walkability. It can also ensure that
everyone in the community, regardless of their income level, has
access to safe and healthy housing.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 07:06 AM

Boulder is a city with a thriving community, but we also face
significant challenges in terms of affordable housing and accessible
green spaces. The Boulder Airport, located on 130 acres of prime
real estate, represents a unique opportunity for the city to address
these issues and create a brighter future for its residents.
Repurposing the land currently used by the airport for affordable
housing would be a bold and proactive step towards addressing the
housing crisis facing Boulder. With high housing prices and a limited
supply of affordable units, Boulder needs to take decisive action to
ensure that its residents can continue to live and work in the city they
call home. By building affordable housing on the airport's land, the
city could provide much-needed relief for low-income residents and
ensure that they have a safe and comfortable place to call home.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 07:17 AM

An airport serving the aviation community while supporting the local
economy while following environment friendly practices.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 07:32 AM

Create something as cool as Broomfield Town Square development
that integrates parks, housing & commercial with GOOD DESIGN.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 07:44 AM

Keep it. Make it safer or more environmentally-friendly if needed, but
keep it! I believe it's a vital Boulder hub, supporting critical services --
Flight for Life, wildfire operations, emergency landings, flight training
(can help address pilot shortage) -- and recreation. And please stop
filling in our outdoor spaces with more housing and non-
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commensurate increases in services, recreation, parking, roads,
retail/restaurants. And there's no need to build additional businesses
out there when we have so many spaces sitting empty in central
Boulder.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 08:32 AM

I already filled out a questionnaire and wanted to mention that we
moved to Twin Lakes area in October. This Spring I hear continual
buzzing from the airport. We thought the area was quiet! The airport
needs to move away from residents.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 08:36 AM

BMA should be an innovation, recreational and educational
aerospace facility. There are world class aerospace companies, CU
aerospace is one of the top programs in Boulder, however, there
continues to be a disconnect between tapping into this innovation and
the BMA. Largely if BMA models itself after (i.e. Jeffco, even
Longmont) that would be terrific. So to start: Hangar wait list should
be governed by economics (i.e. higher rental fees will benefit city and
prioritize wait list by economics). Likewise aerospace innovation zone
(per Jeffco) could be created. Keeping this as a wait list based on
time with relatively static prices stagnates the community. Likewise
BMA should enforce needs of rental and make sure all tenants are
aerospace business per the FAA. Likewise, while BMA has catered
well to university/scientific aviation researchers. These clients occupy
prime (and have too much) space. Also BMA manager should
consider reaching out to firefighting centers to be a more ready/able
partner in wildfire mitigation. BMA would also benefit from having an
innovation area or tapping into innovation grants. Fundamentally BMA
has a relatively short runway so it is limited to recreational and
innovation vs. commercial/business travel...those will always be
handled by Jeffco. Thus, the vision for BMA should really lean into
recreation/education (i.e. glider, small planes, simulators, youth
programs, pre pilot training) and innovation (i.e. environmental
innovation - alt fuel programs, eplanes, forest fires maping, land
surveys, animal counts, methane sensing and fracking sensor
payload testing, advanced simulator testing, navigation testing,
camera testing and scientific (i.e. storm chaser, near atmosphere
composition measurement).

Anonymous
4/13/2023 08:45 AM

No vision. Make the planes follow the flight path and not fly over our
house.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 10:06 AM

Not there
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Anonymous
4/13/2023 10:19 AM

A sustainability and community model for Municipal airports
incorporating renewable energy and being on the cutting edge of
municipal airport sustainability efforts.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 10:29 AM

Flight patterns that do not fly low over our house! I work at home and
the noise is really bad--hard to concentrate. Hard to hear on Zoom
calls. Also disrupting while working or trying to enjoy our yard and
deck. All we have ask for years is that the pilots do not turn north until
they cross 75th street.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 11:53 AM

Make safer fuel a requirement. Research and publish pollutants
you're spewing on our neighborhoods. Limit recreational activity to
between 9 am-5 pm. Limit airport to mainly emergency flights. No
pilot training. Quit low circling of our neighborhood!

Anonymous
4/13/2023 12:43 PM

I truly don't use the airport

Anonymous
4/13/2023 01:22 PM

I’ve loved flying there for over 40 years. The noise mitigations make it
a little scary since you have to circle so high then come in steep. It
seems well run.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 01:23 PM

clean it up, make the entrance welcoming, this is a community space
and not just for plane people, get more hangers built, add a
restaurnet, do the outdoor movies again

Anonymous
4/13/2023 01:59 PM

In the distant past I have been a passenger on a plane flown out of
the airport. I think responsible, non commercial, flights should
continue to be supported. No flight school or other commercial use.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 03:01 PM

Keep the airport open and don't allow unrelated development to
hinder current and future airport operations (e.g. excessive noise
restrictions, encroachment)

Anonymous
4/13/2023 03:24 PM

Quiet

Anonymous
4/13/2023 05:09 PM

Develop restaurant space so folks can have a meal & watch
airplanes.
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Anonymous
4/13/2023 05:29 PM

Don't see a need for a larger or busier airport. I live on a hilltop west
of the rez and planes ultralight and others fly to low over or house. I
built here (1990) when the airport was more lightly used and don't see
why the rights of aircraft owners supercede my right I had originally.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 07:06 PM

Friendly, safe, respectful, useful/usable, educational resource for
Boulder.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 07:32 PM

More hangar space

Anonymous
4/13/2023 09:02 PM

I would like to see more hanger availability and a slightly longer
runway.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 09:13 PM

The airport seems fine, keep it

Anonymous
4/13/2023 09:35 PM

No added commercial flight services. Efforts to create more
environmentally friendly aviation - both in emissions and sound. As a
resident of Niwot, I'm so tired of endless small plane noise. My father
was a pilot of a small plane and I see the value of small aviation. But I
don't support expanding the airport to larger planes or more
commercial uses. Let's be innovative and do what we can to support
new fuel technologies or smaller aircraft.

Anonymous
4/13/2023 11:45 PM

It's going well. Let it live and thrive. There are many people that
believe it is one of the best things Boulder has going for it.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 03:40 AM

What direction are you going? I am unimpressed with housing that
provides inadequate parking for its residents

Anonymous
4/14/2023 07:14 AM

N/a

Anonymous
4/14/2023 07:30 AM

My vision is for the airport to be retired. I live in Orange Orchard, just
north of Jay Road. From my observations, most of the airport use is
on weekends, and while I cannot say for sure what motivates the
pilots, it appears to be mostly pleasure trips with lots of flying over
residential areas. I am not sure this adds much to the quality of life in
Boulder.
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Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:43 AM

Then needs of the many, all citizens of Boulder should be the guiding
principle for decisions. Boulders airport does NOT accomplish this
goal. The needs of the few are overriding the needs of the community
with noise and air pollution. Boulders airport is NOT vital to
emergency services. Every one of these needs CAN BE supported by
other airports and helipads or open fields for helis. The economic
benefits of the airport are small compared to the devastating negative
impacts to our community. Glenwood Springs proved with their 2019
assessment that repurposing the airport for mixed use residential and
commercial use would bring HUGE economic benefits to the tax
base. Close the airport and repurpose the land!

Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:45 AM

CLOSE THE STUPID AIRPORT! It is dirty noisy and gross. Serves
ZERO purpose in the community. The pilots are dirty assholes.
CLOSE THE DUMP AIRPORT TODAY!!

Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:49 AM

Closed

Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:52 AM

I live adjacent to the airport. I had hoped that this Airport Community
Conversation would seek input from the neighborhood, from those
most affected on a daily basis. I am disappointed to find not a single
question regarding the effect on the neighborhood. For the record,
the effect of the airport on the neighborhood is quite a negative one.
My vision is to close the airport permanently. If that property could be
used to provide additional sustainable housing, such as what was
recently built down the road at 47th, that would seem to meet a much
greater need in our area. Also for the record, ranking 13 values, most
to least aligned, is an absurd request. It's hard to see how you can
get any usuable information from a poorly designed "questionnaire"
such as this.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:54 AM

I would prefer to see the land repurposed for affordable housing.
Barring that, significant changes need to be made to limit flight
training school operations that impact nearby communities with noise,
air and lead pollution. The local pilots who rent hangar space are not
the problem. Pilots in training flying over homes and businesses are a
safety risk and ruin quality of life for residents.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:11 AM

I want the airport to continue to be a vital part of our community and
become as accessible as possible to more members of our
community. I believe air transportation and recreation using small
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regional airports will increase in the future as battery technologies
allow electric aircraft to become the standard aircraft used by private
pilots. General Aviation News also points out that noise is decreased
by 20-24 dB for electric aircraft, which will significantly help the
community as we transition to a more environmentally sustainable
aviation future. https://generalaviationnews.com/2021/04/15/flight-
testing-reveals-electric-aircraft-reduce-noise-pollution/ Also, the glider
port provides a low cost way for members of the community to try out
flying and learn to fly. There is no glider port that has such great
access to the front range anywhere near Boulder, so losing this would
be a great loss for the aviation community. Increased hangar space
and having more aviation businesses at the airport also increases the
economic health of Boulder and I am for anything we can do to
increase usage of this resource.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:19 AM

The airport and city need to get real and test for the POLLUTION that
is being dropped on the Four Mile Creek and Palo Park
Neighborhoods. This impacts our children and wildlife. Also need to
address the NOISE the airplanes generate and the impact on
CHILDREN and WILDLIFE. It is completely hypocritical to ignore
these impacts just because they are out east and not over Pearl St
and Mapleton Hill or the Flatirons.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:26 AM

I don't think the Boulder Municipal Airport fits with who we are as a
community.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:30 AM

Affordable housing - close the airport

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:33 AM

Primarily urban housing in a 15 minute neighborhood with public
spaces. The current airport does not support equity (curious why no
questions on that, but it was mentioned right next to the comp plan at
the open house). In addition the Airport/FAA is blocking the Airport-
61st MUP.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:35 AM

Affordable Housing!

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:47 AM

I'd love to see this land fully converted into something that benefits
the entire community and usage that doesn't impact all the
neighborhoods surrounding this. Would the city put a water park
here? No so why is this airport here?
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Anonymous
4/14/2023 10:18 AM

A variety of housing options, parks, trails

Anonymous
4/14/2023 11:49 AM

I would love to see open space, trail connection and parks.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 01:14 PM

No more pollution (esp lead) being dumped on the city. No more noise
pollution affecting quality of life for residents.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 01:49 PM

Need for follow up on lead contamination health issues and a
response to major noise complaints with airport activities currently
benefitting the few at the expense of the many.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 01:57 PM

We have nothing if we don't have a healthy planet and this airport
pollutes all day long.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 02:17 PM

Why not use that land for more housing?

Anonymous
4/14/2023 02:30 PM

Essential part of community Critical to safety-just remember the 2013
flood evacuations that used the airport

Anonymous
4/14/2023 02:48 PM

I would like to see 1) the use of unleaded fuel exclusively for fueled
planes, 2) the instantiation and enforcement of quiet times, 3)
enforcement of no flights under 1000 ft above ground level.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 03:44 PM

Just leave it as is. I live on final approach for the airport and
occasionally it’s noisy. I knew this when I bought my house. Just
because someone doesn’t like something isn’t a reason to get rid of
it. This is so wrong. Boulder residents should not get to shut down
airports that have been around longer than themselves. The airport
was here when they moved. This is horrible.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 04:00 PM

Keep it the way it is.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 04:08 PM

N/a

Anonymous More general aviation hangar development like the master plan
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4/14/2023 04:54 PM suggested 20 years ago. Airport manager that is aviation friendly and
not combative. Current airport manager is rude, a bully non aviation
supportive. He wants to turn the airport into a commercial hub

Anonymous
4/14/2023 04:56 PM

I love the Boulder Airport and I would love to see it expanded.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 05:34 PM

A place where pilots want to land and stay

Anonymous
4/14/2023 05:48 PM

Make it world class not just a dump.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 06:10 PM

A welcoming airport environment that encourages general aviation
and attracts pilots to the area.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 06:15 PM

Keep the boulder airport for scientific, rescue, emergency, firefighting,
law enforcement, educational, commercial, training , and recreational
general aviation as it has been used for the past 50+ years Oh and
get GAMI no lead or other no lead fuel ASAP

Anonymous
4/14/2023 06:35 PM

Thriving general and business aviation center with additional hangar
space and usage. More community events to get people interested
and connected to aviation.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 06:54 PM

Respect the diversity that the airport brings to the community.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 07:05 PM

More hangars, nicer terminal, instrument approach, more accessible
to the community, open a restaurant.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 07:29 PM

The airport is an important link for our community and a driver of
economic strength.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:14 PM

easily accessed public airport, that direct airport users (pilots, student
pilots, others employed or training in the aviation industry) as well as
general public feel welcomed to gather at. For aviation activities, or
casual meetings, picnics, or other recreation.
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Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:40 PM

Better noise abatement signage and more hangars.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 08:48 PM

Continue to provide economic benefits to residents and the
surrounding areas.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:16 PM

Add a restaurant like Longmont or Greeley. Make it a destination
place, rather than a place nobody but pilots visit.

Anonymous
4/14/2023 09:29 PM

provide the City of Boulder and the surrounding communities with a
safe, reliable, and friendly aviation environment and support the
economic development of the region while observing the airport's
dedication to general aviation.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 06:56 AM

Maintaining the small bucolic airport it has always been, with perhaps
some improvements in FBO services.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 07:08 AM

Boulder Municipal Airport is well located to serve as an multimodal
hub to provide the community with a sustainable eVTOL solution that
interlinks air mobility with ground transportation. For example, eVTOL
transportation to/from DIA connected to Boulder’s public
transportation.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 07:19 AM

Additional hangar space to support the growing front range general
aviation needs

Anonymous
4/15/2023 07:23 AM

I’d like to see it closed down and the land converted to affordable
housing. If that doesn’t happen, I would like to see more controls on
the amount of air time, noise levels of the planes, and flight patterns
over heavily populated areas. As well as a ban on leaded gas with a
requirement to switch planes to unleaded fuels as we do for cars.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 07:31 AM

An airport that serves a vital city in Colorado and the United States. I
believe with the upcoming electric training planes, boulder could be a
perfect spot to show its functionality and place in aerospace. With
improvements you could get people who fly their families privately into
boulder and earn a lot of money for revenue. Airports are also one of
the best community spots, little children and families love to watch
airplanes and any improvements to the amount of planes possible or
more space to support the existing demand would have a great
impact on the community in a positive way.
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Anonymous
4/15/2023 07:38 AM

To become more sustainable and economically beneficial to the
community.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 08:16 AM

An airport with some more hangars for general aviation managed by
a pilot who understands general aviation in class G airspace.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 09:34 AM

I would love for the airport to be decommissioned and repurposed for
housing or other development. It does little to serve any
transportation service but is rather an obnoxious country club for flight
schools and gliders to pollute the local areas with noise and lead.
From morning until dark, every time I step outside or open a window, I
can hear or see an airplane droning overhead doing touch-and-go
laps. Many of these operations are not even centered in Boulder, but
flying in from other airports to treat our community to their noise and
pollution. It makes it nearly impossible to enjoy a nice day in our yard
or even open our windows due to the endless droning of plane
engines straining on their touch and go takeoffs and turning West.
Oftentimes, they fly well North of Jay road outside the recommended
flight path and directly over our house and neighborhood.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 10:04 AM

Open for operations

Anonymous
4/15/2023 10:04 AM

Provide critical access to the community for business, education,
research, and recreational uses. Encourage development setbacks
that will allow a prosperous future for the airport.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 10:55 AM

Primarily, maintain use of the land as an airport, in a reasonable and
responsible manner.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 10:59 AM

Continue to offer the airport and its services to the general public.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 11:01 AM

That it remains in use

Anonymous
4/15/2023 11:47 AM

dedicated green space for quiet recreation with reliable public
transportation, possible dedicated permanent affordable housing --
NO MOTOR NOISE -- NO RACING -- NO PICKLE-BALL courts if
there is nearby housing that could hear any of these events, please
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Anonymous
4/15/2023 12:46 PM

Small General Aviation airports bring financial benefit to the local
community they serve. I would like to seen KBDU continue to operate
as a GA airport.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 02:14 PM

Although General Aviation is perhaps a not well recognized
component of a vibrant well rounded community, it indeed is, and
under certain circumstances can become a vital communication and
transportation link. It would be foolish to eliminate it.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 02:36 PM

Continued use as a recreational airport, open to all

Anonymous
4/15/2023 03:41 PM

A more active aviation community that reaches out to a more diverse
range of residents

Anonymous
4/15/2023 03:46 PM

no increase in noise levels. no expansion of noisy private or
commercial plane travel

Anonymous
4/15/2023 07:57 PM

Important part of boulder economy

Anonymous
4/15/2023 09:41 PM

Decommission at least some operations and make a model higher-
density green-built complete neighborhood.

Anonymous
4/15/2023 11:01 PM

Unsure- where are the choices given at the open house?

Anonymous
4/16/2023 12:05 AM

Keep it open and don’t turn it into something else!

Anonymous
4/16/2023 12:13 AM

Firstly, forcing me to rank the options in question 2 in order to submit
my opinion means that I am being asked to rank "values" that the
author values but I don't necessarily agree with. This should not be a
requirement to submit, but more of an open-ended question. Please
continue to improve the Boulder airport for the benefit of all airport
users, especially those learning to fly. Municipalities all over the
country continue to close airports because they rationalize that they
are not needed. Riddle me this please. If more & more small airports
are closed, how can future pilots afford to learn how to fly? If we have
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no future pilot training, who is going to fly airliners, air medivac
missions, aerial environmental missions, etc. It would be very short
sighted for Boulder to close or further limit the usefulness of this
airport! Just because I am probably in the minority, doesn't mean that
I shouldn't be represented by my city council members. What
happened to listening to minority opinions when it comes to public
policy? Furthermore, the reality of a survey about the airport (any
airport in the country) will most likely produce results that are skewed
against the airport. It is this fact that makes the controlling
governmental authorities even more responsible to protect the airport
for the benefit of all residents, even those that don't really understand
why the airport is so important to the community. Thank you.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 06:06 AM

its a great little GA airport. stop trying to kill the gliders and bush
planes

Anonymous
4/16/2023 07:50 AM

It should stay as it is

Anonymous
4/16/2023 08:59 AM

Housing, commerce, parks.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 09:04 AM

This is my 2nd submission of this form. This shows that the results of
this survey are unreliable, unless the goal is to serve those who can
game this survey the best.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 09:12 AM

In my neighborhood the noise from planes circling overhead is
bothersome. I would like this airport to merge with other nearby
airports and be moved further away from densely populated NE
Boulder.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 10:59 AM

Retain its character as a small, predominantly recreational airport. My
biggest concern is regarding noise from low flying planes - there is
already too much noise.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 11:34 AM

Develop community theough restaurant and events. Do not add jet
traffic or large volume of flight traffic because of noise for surrounding
neighborhoods.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 12:56 PM

I am very concerned about the excessive amount of air traffic
overhead, along with the resulting air pollution and noise pollution,
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which are very harmful physically and mentally.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 02:47 PM

I would like to know about possible shuttles to DIA. I am concerned
about planes circling for hours above residential areas.

Anonymous
4/16/2023 07:48 PM

It is worth seriously studying the closing of the airport. If this is
feasible, the 180 acres should be developed using an updated
version of the Holiday model: walkable, mixed-income housing, fairly
dense. This would be a great place for "Missing Middle" housing and
also to experiment with car-free, car-light living.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 07:32 AM

An airport is a vital part of a community, both economically and
accessibility. Shutting down an airport for "affordable housing " is the
worst idea . If I could move from the Boulder area I would in a
heartbeat, you people are the worst in the state. You have no idea
how this will hurt your little community of self righteous idiots. And
yes I am a professional and progressive.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 07:56 AM

To provide transportation services and general aviation recreation, as
well as home the Boulder Amateur Radio Club

Anonymous
4/17/2023 08:46 AM

The airport space would best serve the community if it was
repurposed as space for affordable housing. The availability of other
local airports makes the Boulder airport unnecessary for the city. The
airport's contributions to air and noise pollution are contrary to the
cities sustainability ideals.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 08:51 AM

It could be a social hub with a restaurant and an educational center.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 09:05 AM

I’d love to see something that supports the community. A Rec center
for all or anything that is not just for pilots. I never go there.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 09:21 AM

Please use this land for better use.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 09:24 AM

I’d like to see a park (north Boulder is lacking) grocery store or Rec
center up here.
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Anonymous
4/17/2023 09:32 AM

I would like to see better maintenance (including snow removal) of the
runway, greatly expanded hangar space (#1 priority). Aviation is a
passion for many in our community and Boulder is among the best
places to fly in the nation. I was once an active athlete enjoying the
trails, roads and open spaces here in Boulder. I am not physically
unable to do the outdoor activities that so many do here in Boulder. I
am, however, able to fly and doing so from our local airport is an
incredible option for many of us. The 7-8 year waitlist for hangar
space is a testament to how important aviation is to many in our
community. The airport is the ONLY place to build more hangar space
or expand aviation operations. There are no other location options.
Using airport property for other projects/activities is counterproductive
and harmful to the future of aviation here.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 10:23 AM

I think the airport property could be put to better use with housing and
neighborhood level mixed use development. Now it's primarily used
for recreation by a small group of people and the land would be better
re-purposed to serve the needs of the broader community. the need
for runways in emergencies (like wildfires and floods) could be
addressed through shared use with other nearby airports.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 10:42 AM

I frankly am almost entirely unaware of its existence after being a
resident and homeowner for about 5 years.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 11:18 AM

Planes never fly west of 30th st. and more accessible trails/open
space.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 11:44 AM

keep it going with some needed improvements

Anonymous
4/17/2023 11:47 AM

none

Anonymous
4/17/2023 12:30 PM

I’d like to see the airport permanently shut down as an airport and
developed as middle and lower income housing with neighborhood
services.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 12:30 PM

training flights should not occur over open space. citizens need
somewhere peaceful to go that is quiet. walden and sawhill ponds are
plagued by flight school planes that destroy the experience for users.
horrible. heartbreaking. Asking about sexual orientation on a
questionnaire about the airport is bizarre, annoying, and intrusive.
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Even though optional, how is that relevant? Don't you have more
important things to do?

Anonymous
4/17/2023 12:46 PM

Safe, secure aviation operations (safety of flight, security of hangars
and equipment). Convenient, comfortable space & services (parking,
public transportation, restaurant on-site).

Anonymous
4/17/2023 01:06 PM

To continue operations. Boulder Airport together with the many
operating airports around the country are an important resource for
encouraging young people to become pilots or other aviation related
careers. Without this resource our already stressed aviation industry
will not survive. The airport is necessary for rescue missions, etc.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 02:15 PM

The airport is a place where the city could provide a lot of affordable
housing.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 03:07 PM

The airport has a use now and I do not support disbanding the airport
for housing units. When the flood in '13 and fire in '12 occurred, the
airport served as a local landing ground for emergency workers and
planes.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 03:17 PM

Boulder Airport has historically been a small general aviation
community airport. Its main highlights have been an attractive airport
for the local community including flight training students, an important
staging area for disaster and emergency services, a hub for
innovative research, and a world class glider port. Many Boulder
community members, including children, have taken their flight
training at KBDU, and moved on to careers in aviation. Boulder
airport is home base for several 501(c)(3) non-profits that provide
opportunities for local youth engagement, aerospace education, and
emergency services. Boulder Airport should continue this role into the
future and not try to morph into a more corporate style airport with
significantly increased turbine traffic. I believe the current runway
length will not support such traffic and moving in that direction would
result in significantly increased noise and noise complaints, and in
turn would be something the Boulder Community would come to
regret. Boulder Airport does need development if we want to
modernize the facilities there, most of which date to the 1960s or
earlier. New hangar space is desperately needed both by aviators
seeking to protect their aircraft, and for revenue into the airport fund.
A new fuel farm of appropriate size is needed to replace the aging in-
ground tanks. Re-development or replacement of the airport terminal
would be desirable and would facilitate improvements in FBO
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services. Some attractive spaces should be allocated for the general
public who enjoy coming to the airport, often with their kids, to watch
the aviation activities. Given that the area west of Foothills Parkway is
basically a food desert, the development of a restaurant / food venue
would be of immense value to the airport, and the surrounding
business and residential communities. Boulder has an opportunity to
assume a leadership role in moving towards a more sustainable
version of aviation. This might include early adoption of unleaded
fuels, aircraft that use less fuel, electric aircraft (large capacity
charging Infrastructure will be needed), and aircraft that make less
noise, as well as in the emerging arenas of Urban Air Mobility and
Advanced Air Mobility (do we want Vertical Take Off and Landing
(VTOL) aircraft operating out of downtown Boulder, or at the airport?).
Significant planning and resources will be needed to take such a
leadership position, and Boulder should be prepared to incentivize
(i.e. funding beyond the airport enterprise fund) the sustainable
measures that it wants to see emerge at Boulder Airport. The airport
could truly extend its role as a community resource if it were to
incorporate some STEAM based educational facilities, hangar space
for aviation based non-profit entities, and community based meeting
spaces. The goal should be to both bring the airport to the
community, and the community to the airport such that there is a
better understanding of the overall value of the airport to the Boulder
Community.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:02 PM

Don’t change anything

Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:04 PM

Keep it open with unleaded fuel and some noise mitigation.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:18 PM

Continuation of Operations of gliders, private GA, scientific research
aircraft with educational opportunities for local schools

Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:29 PM

Continued operations with focus on noise abatement, responsible
pilotage, and business growth.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:38 PM

Do not close the airport! Embrace it for what it adds, has added, and
can add to the community in the City, County, and State.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:44 PM

it's been there longer than most houses and should continue with its
operations
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Anonymous
4/17/2023 04:46 PM

I would like it left alone. We live in in Vista Village Mobile Home Park.
We like to walk in the evenings at the airport because it is quiet.
Boulder is being over developed.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 05:03 PM

Enlarging the airport would only be for more airplanes, helicopters
and transportation that is fed by "fuel" that leave their carbon footprint.
It creates the reverse of what Boulder has strived to achieve with
Environmental Sustainability. It would further effect the two large
mobile homes areas located nearby - which are for those with low
incomes and students. This would further push out those who have
are in low-income and further take away their rights to live in their
homes. There are no possibilities of the mobile homes being moved
for many of the tenants.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 05:28 PM

I live very near the airport & have no interest in there being change,
such as more air traffic or airplane noise. I am ok with there being a
fair amount of gliders there. Also, if hot air balloon traffic is
considered I would be ok with that as well. No Jets or other noisy
aircraft!

Anonymous
4/17/2023 05:30 PM

Keep it open and accessible as it is now

Anonymous
4/17/2023 05:41 PM

It is one of the only spaces in the community that could be used to
meet larger community goals (question 1). Currently it serves a very
small number of people -- I appreciate their investment, but there are
alternative airports in surrounding communities. I support developing
it for housing, recreating and community.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 07:10 PM

I would like to see the airport have major improvments made. This
would allow it to be a better resource to the community. As well as
increase economic value to the community.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 07:14 PM

Don’t know

Anonymous
4/17/2023 07:20 PM

Let's not develop the airport into more residential property. There will
be a continuing need for an airport directly in Boulder, for recreational
users and business/commercial use.

Anonymous mixed use development with an emphasis on affordable housing
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4/17/2023 07:26 PM

Anonymous
4/17/2023 07:57 PM

Glider port for all. A unique and welcoming space to share with and
teach the community about aviation in its various forms.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 08:09 PM

I don’t use the airport. I also don’t see recreational air travel to be an
environmentally sustainable activity. That said there are many
activities that could be in that category (resort skiing, for example,
which I do enjoy). My vision would be that whatever the usage or non-
usage of the space is, that the noise impact is reduced dramatically.
There are certain planes that shake homes on the opposite side of
28th, early in the morning. The economic and recreational impact of
the airport needs to be balanced against folks that really don’t see
much, if any, benefit for the airport being around.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 09:12 PM

Pilots do not seem to follow the published flight plans. Many pilots fly
way to low and make too much noise over the areas around the
airport. We have adequate regional airports very close by, so no
expansion should be permitted and current flights should be better
monitored.

Anonymous
4/17/2023 09:52 PM

More hangars, more community outreach

Anonymous
4/17/2023 11:10 PM

First, continuing operations of our small airport. It is a general aviation
gem. Possibly adding an airport cafe or restaurant

Anonymous
4/18/2023 02:29 AM

A place for learning and exploration

Anonymous
4/18/2023 04:25 AM

Major improvement! Stop trying to destroy the airport.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:26 AM

I’ve lived directly across the street from the airport on Independence
for 13 years, my husband 25 years. We love and value what the
airport has added to our community. My kids have sat and watched
the planes for hours, and countless members of our community have
told me how much they too enjoy the airport. The glider planes are a
unique experience. My vision for the airport and for boulder is
preservation. As a Colorado native, I moved to Boulder 20 years ago
and I fell in love with it- please know that preservation should be part
of our vision to keep this city unique.
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Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:57 AM

If any housing is considered, it should be minimal, less than 3 stories
and restaurants and small grocery accommodations provided AND
COMPLETED at the same time any minimal MINIMAL housing is
added. Considering how aggressively/invasive my Boulder has added
huge ugly housing around Boulder…I’m assuming the MORE
HOUSING decision has already been made so I’m just fighting for
moderation and lower and less!!

Anonymous
4/18/2023 06:02 AM

A great place to learn to fly. Would like more hangar spaces. Focus
on lowering costs in order to get more people involved in aviation and
aviation careers.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 06:09 AM

Being a airport for future generations to enjoy.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 06:33 AM

Repurposed for high community benefit and low pollution impacts.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 06:36 AM

My vision is that the Boulder Municipal Airport continues to be a key
resource for the community for business, recreation, helping in
disasters (fire, flood) and all of its other purposes.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 07:15 AM

Preserve airport while: Work on and enforce noise abatement
Improve relations between airport users and neighbors Work toward
unleaded fuel Work to eliminate random unsightly equipment storage
along north fence (grader, fuel trucks, etc) both inside and along north
edge airport property

Anonymous
4/18/2023 07:25 AM

The airport serves our community well, as witnessed by the many
operations that take place there daily. I thank everyone in advance for
making sure this airport remains an important part of our communities
future.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 07:37 AM

I would like to see the airport continue operating in a safe and
efficient manner. It would be wonderful to have a cafe to watch the
planes. I would be open to listening to any ideas to improve the
operation of the airport

Anonymous
4/18/2023 07:39 AM

Open and encouraging to those looking to learn or become more
familiar with flying and ground operations.
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Anonymous
4/18/2023 08:26 AM

Leave as is.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 08:38 AM

Maintain airport, require unleaded fuel, shift to electric flight over time

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:02 AM

A muni airport is part of a diverse, vital community. We took our
daughter to the airport every summer for educational activities. She
sat in helicopters, talked to pilots, and visited the hangars. I ride by
the airport on my bike and enjoy the gliders and the open space. The
gliders are truly and opportunity for people to get involved in flying.
We need the airport to train pilots. In addition, we need this airport
space as wildland fires increase. We need the close helicopter space
and space for small slurry bombers. Jeffco and Longmont are too far
when we have a fire near Boulder.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:26 AM

The airport is a really important community asset, especially as
transportation (and air-based transportation, in particular) is on the
cusp of major changes, which could serve to revolutionize Boulder's
sustainable connection to other nearby cities. Taking drastic action
before this process has a chance to play out would be short-sighted
and foreclose on our community's opportunity to be at the forefront of
sustainable innovation in the aviation space. Our airport is currently
an important economic driver for the community, a hub for scientific
research, an important education and training center for future pilots
and young persons interested in aviation and STEM-related careers,
and a key emergency response center in times of crisis/disaster.
Ideally, I'd like to see all of these existing uses supported with
strategic community investment, and I'd also like the airport to be
more comprehensively incorporated into the community -- let's make
it a place that is welcoming and vital for everybody in our community.
A future airport could be a lively business area, a gathering site (with
community space, restaurants, and educational facilities), and an
important node in the region's evolving transit network. Some of the
proposals/conversations that have been floated about bulldozing the
site to provide for housing (a single use that the city could very well
satisfy elsewhere) would be incredibly short-sighted and would result
in the irrevocable loss of an important community economic,
education, research, and emergency response asset. Do we really
need to give up an important community asset to solve a problem that
could literally be addressed in dozens of other places across the city?
I'd much rather see the city's planning and zoning commissions revise
their approach to higher-density and infill housing than to cede a
valuable, multi-use community resource to (partially and temporarily)
address a single priority. This is a terrible idea that gives up too much
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to insulate other constituencies in the city from having to take part in
conversations about how to make needed changes to zoning, code,
density, and growth city-wide.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:32 AM

It's a great place for activities such as flying, skydiving, gliders.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:43 AM

I think it’s good the way it is currently

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:47 AM

It’s fine the way it is.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:51 AM

I would like to see the airport stay open and help Boulder become an
innovative community

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:53 AM

I would like to see the airport stay open to create innovation and
progress in boulder

Anonymous
4/18/2023 10:05 AM

I envision a larger airport. It would be amazing to have more hangar
space as well as a longer runway especially on the high density
altitude days in the summer with a heavy load when it takes a little bit
more ground roll to get off the ground. I think closing the airport, using
the land for other purposes, or further constraining the amount of land
the already small airport has would be a very big detriment to the city
of Boulder.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 10:08 AM

We live right near the airport and I appreciate that it exists. I believe
it's very important for Boulder to continue to have an airport. To me,
it's unthinkable that a 100k+ city would consider doing away with its
airport. I feel the airport is vital for things like fire mitigation and other
emergency services, and I believe that we're not far off from the
widespread use of electric air "taxis." When these come on the scene,
Boulder is going to want to be one of the locations where they're
available. I do think the airport should institute a ban on leaded fuel
and reduce noise and light pollution.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 11:43 AM

Boulder Municipal is a must have in the community. The accessibility,
use, and all around great environment at Boulder Municipal are they
reasons why it’s a staple of Boulder. Not only that, it provides out of
towners to fly in with ease, which helps support the local economy.
Please save this airport.
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Anonymous
4/18/2023 12:10 PM

I would love to see a replica of the Holiday Neighborhood

Anonymous
4/18/2023 01:47 PM

Keep the airport AS IS. Fix up some the grounds of the airport but
keep as an airport. The neighborhoods surrounding this do not want
more housing that is going to depreciate their value.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 02:02 PM

A world-class small municipal airport that offer all the latest safety
features

Anonymous
4/18/2023 02:28 PM

A modern, low-impact airport integrated into the City of Boulder and
continuing to provide a full range of operations. The airport should
also be a partner with the surrounding areas to balance the value
provided by having a general aviation airport with the needs of other
non-aviation members of the community.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 03:06 PM

The airport should continue to operate as it has (vs. expanding or
being used for other things) but be more concerned with reducing
noise over nearby neighborhoods (including mine).

Anonymous
4/18/2023 03:31 PM

Same as now

Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:06 PM

Keep it as is, why does Boulder continue to look at any open space to
fill it with buildings or housing?

Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:07 PM

Continued operation of both the general aviation and commercial
operations.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:18 PM

We would love to see them switch to unleaded fuel. My family and I
live on a farm around the corner and we have young children. We
would love not to breathe in the leaded fuel in the air or have it impact
our children or our farm.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:25 PM

Continue as an airport
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Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:50 PM

Continue using the airport as an airport.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 05:55 PM

Environmentally friendly and sustainable

Anonymous
4/18/2023 06:05 PM

Environmentally sustainable, preserve open space, renewable energy

Anonymous
4/18/2023 08:46 PM

That the airport remain much as it is: a resource for many local
organizations, a community asset, especially in times of crisis, a
training place for pilots, the provider of many jobs, a resource as
transportation changes in the future. It is an also a place that is using
more environmentally favorable fuel, continually working to manage
noise levels, communicating with the community more regularly and
effectively.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 09:16 PM

A place for both recreation and business aviation that thrives.
Community outreach and events

Anonymous
4/18/2023 11:10 PM

A community airport for recreational use and emergency services.
Environmentally sustainable. Gliders are the best example of
environmentally sustainable recreational aviation.

Anonymous
4/18/2023 11:21 PM

The airport is a hub for education in aerospace, community around
aviation, and a gateway to the mountains and the rest or CO. I
participate in non-profit activities with teens there, but also in gliding
activities and general aviation. This has been a great place for all of
these activities which reinforces the university research interests and
strengthens the aerospace department. Indeed, many university
employees are members of the community, but so are individuals in
tech and in the industry. I understand that people living around the
airport might want to see some changes in the flying operations and I
think those middle grounds can be reached: there is plenty of space!
Anything harsher than a civil conversation about how to make
everyone get along regarding noise and such would greatly damage
one of Boulders amazing sources for knowledge and employment. I
see the airport slightly improving some of it’s operations for
everyone’s happiness, but also increasing the accessibility. If some
have not seen this place as the hub that it is, it might be because
people need to come see it for themselves. More community
outreach and even affordable flying experiences would help everyone
see what the airport has to offer.
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Anonymous
4/18/2023 11:47 PM

Boulder muni should seek to be the regions eminent general aviation
airport - focusing on gliders and light aircraft

Anonymous
4/19/2023 02:15 AM

More community events to include everyone! Not just pilots and the
families of pilots.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 04:34 AM

I would like BMA to continue to be a small General Aviation airport
welcoming all different types of airspace users with particular focus
on the types of aircraft for which a towered airport is inappropriate

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:06 AM

A hub for sustainable aviation, including as a possible centre oh
advanced aerial mobility.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:10 AM

Operation at KBDU have been working well for over 60 years
maintaining what we have with better maintenance and
enhancements to further these operations not restrict or modify
unnecessarily are what should be the focus.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:15 AM

I envision the airport as a special purpose park. It is one that supports
many types of aerial activities. These activities should be both
recreational and educational. The infrastructure and activities should
reflect the sporting, and adventurous nature of Boulder. The airport
should have aviation infrastructure that supports and encourages
gliders, sky diving, experimental aircraft, personal/family
transportation, training, acrobatics, medivac, and forest fire mitigation.
Being next to the Front Range, the Boulder Airport provides a trail
head to the sky over these beautiful mountains. This airport is one of
the gems in Boulder's crown.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:37 AM

Would love to see it support a diversity of small and light aircraft.
Would prefer that huge corporate jets go elsewhere, such as the
Rocky Mountain Regional airport just down 36 from Boulder.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:44 AM

To remain an airport!!!

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:53 AM

Continued GA and Glider operations, with expanded features for local
residents such as dining and a nice observation area.
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Anonymous
4/19/2023 07:04 AM

I believe the airport is a valuable resource for our community. Think
about how vital it was in putting out wildfires over the last few years. I
also think it could be very important and impactful in the future, as a
hub/connection to bigger airports. It's also nice "open" space,
protecting vistas and views.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 07:11 AM

I'd like to see the Boulder Airport become more of a community
resource, providing space for non-flying neighbors to come with
family to watch the activity or, better, a restaurant that would provide a
view for watching the air traffic and the beautiful views. There are
very few places in the US where people can watch gliders fly.
Trackers on the gliders can show on a digital map in the restaurant for
the curious. Water and sewer service to the north side would be
greatly appreciated.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 07:14 AM

I envision the airport as a special purpose air park. A location that
supports many types of aerial activities. These activities should be
both recreational and educational. The infrastructure and activities
should reflect the sporting, and adventurous nature of Boulder. The
airport should have aviation infrastructure that supports and
encourages gliders, sky diving, experimental aircraft, personal/family
transportation, training, acrobatics, medivac, and forest fire mitigation.
Being next to the Front Range, the Boulder Airport provides a trail
head to the sky over these beautiful mountains. This airport is one of
the gems in Boulder's crown.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 07:19 AM

Commercial flights

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:11 AM

A Community that embraces diverse interests to meet a complex
portfolio of interests.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:21 AM

We need that airport, and it should never be closed

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:23 AM

I envision the airport as a necessary and vital part of Boulder. I would
like the airport to support many types of aerial activities. These
activities should be both recreational and educational. The airport
should have aviation infrastructure that supports and encourages
gliders, experimental aircraft, personal/family transportation, training,
acrobatics, Medivac, and fire fighting support. With the unique
location near the foothills, the Boulder Airport provides a trail head to
the sky over these beautiful mountains. This airport is a diamond in
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Boulder's greatness.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:27 AM

growth and maintenance of glider services, they are a unique,
outdoor oriented, eco-friendly activity

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:37 AM

An airport that is used for recreational purposes, day flyers and
gliders.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:52 AM

Recognize the past, present and future value of BDU as a valuable
piece of our national aerospace infrastructure to provide non-
discriminatory access for all forms of aviation. Scientific endeavors,
emergency response, business access, recreational use and
economic activity are vital to our community. BDU is uniquely well-
suited to remain available as a portal to the natural updrafts over the
Rockies... permitting the public to enjoy the mountains by soaring in
perfect harmony with nature.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:54 AM

I strongly believe that airport is vital to the community. It brings
innovation to the aircraft community. It has the opportunity of being a
leader and creating more environmentally sustainable aircraft. We all
know that there is a lot happening in the world of aviation to make
planes more eco-friendly. Closing the airport could close a major
opportunity to lead in that industry. Boulder has always been a leader
in the environment and innovation. Why not use our airport as a
launching pad to make big changes. We are on the edge of some
exciting technology, and the airport should be maintained to be a part
of this technology. Also, it’s wonderful having a small airport in the
community.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:58 AM

Current usage with expected important future uses as aviation goes
electric

Anonymous
4/19/2023 09:10 AM

no thoughts

Anonymous
4/19/2023 09:30 AM

The airport is a valuable asset to our community in floods, fires,
presidential visits, etc. Keep the airport and have better PR/strategies
to address noise issues. Been a neighbor for over 30 years and want
it to stay.

Anonymous Boulder Airport should remain a small, friendly local airport that
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4/19/2023 10:00 AM supports all types of recreational aviation activities. Boulder Airport is
particularly well suited to gliding/soaring and is internationally
recognized as one of the premier soaring locations in the United
States. It has enjoyed more than 60 years of continous soaring
activity and has produced many National Champions and
Internationally ranked glider pilots. Boulder Airport is not particularly
conducive to Business Jet activity due to runway elevation, length
and noise considerations. Fortunately, Rocky Mountain Metro Airport
(10 miles away) is well suited and conveniently located for those
needing access to business aviation services.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 10:03 AM

The Airport should match "Boulder", sustainable flying like small
aircraft and gliders, support of research and small innovative
business. We do NOT want an airport that caters to jet and turbine
traffic. It is contrary to "Boulder".

Anonymous
4/19/2023 10:19 AM

Ready access for those who use the facility for flying or parachuting,
and for those in the surrounding community. Welcoming to small
aircraft. This is a small airport not suited to larger aircraft. Sensitive to
noise issues - i.e. a good neighbor to the extent possible.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 10:27 AM

I would like Boulder to continue to have a municipal airport to support
general aviation (including soaring) and a limited amount of private
business traffic. Considering its proximity to densely populated areas,
size and type of aircraft allowed should be limited. If allowed at all, jet
traffic should not be increased. The airport should do everything
possible to encourage the transition to electric aircraft.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 10:44 AM

Keep it as it is The open space around the area is great. Traffic is
already tough through our neighborhood because of people using this
road as a shortcut. It’s dangerous for runners, bikers and our children
who use this road. I do not want to see this area developed as it
would make the land we purchased here much more dangerous and
significantly less valuable.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 10:51 AM

I'd like to see the airport continue and lean into its historic role as an
incubator of a diverse program of small-scale aviation, while
continuing its long-standing purpose as an operations center in case
of emergencies such as fires and floods that affect the city.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 11:15 AM

Primarily left alone. Try to change the fuel away from lead based fuel.
Police the flight patterns and enforce them.
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Anonymous
4/19/2023 11:24 AM

A place where folks from the community are free to fly recreationally.
Additionally, a place where student pilots can go to learn how to be
great safe pilots.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 12:12 PM

A place where various types of aircraft can operate safely.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 01:32 PM

Boulder is a unique city and the airport reflects that. We have a lot of
general aviation and glider operations I participate in which help grow
aviation. We also have business aviation bringing small airplanes in.
We don’t want to inhibit the airport operations or it will affect city
business and the economy.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 01:43 PM

I think having our small airport is a treasure to the city especially with
the future of travel. We lose the capabilty to have this land be an
important non roadway travel hub especially for electric vtol craft that
may be the future of travel

Anonymous
4/19/2023 03:08 PM

Great local resource. Many people from out-of-town fly into the airport
to avail themselves of Boulder’s amenities. Glider rides are popular.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 03:33 PM

In general I like the current use and configuration of the airport.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 05:12 PM

Airport is essential to economic success of town

Anonymous
4/19/2023 06:46 PM

Closure. Boulder Municipal Airport is NOT a Community Service. It is
an economic benefit for less that 1% of the population

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:46 PM

Please don’t build condos there or allow private jets. I like the
simplicity of it now. Please no more industrial development, redevelop
or inspire business that would benefit the neighborhood of Gunbarrel
and the people that live there.

Anonymous
4/19/2023 08:54 PM

Continue in operation as is

Anonymous Major growth and expansion
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4/19/2023 10:07 PM

Anonymous
4/20/2023 07:26 AM

I would like to see Boulder Municipal Airport returned to its former
glory. In years past, the airport was a hub of transportation and
community. A shockingly diverse group (I would argue more diverse
than anywhere in the city, other than maybe the University) from all
over the country would gather to collectively to form a community of
aviators reveling in the this beloved tradition that spans back over a
century. Aviators would participate in community events,
competitions, introductions to flight, and historical learning events, all
funded by themselves but built to spread community. The community
consisted of every type of aviator, including but not limited to,
helicopter, fixed wing, both jet and propeller driven, and glider (I am
not a glider pilot, but I gather that we have one of the world's most
premier "soaring" locations), ultralight pilots, even skydivers. This
community was, and is, made up of every type of person, regardless
of race, gender, orientation, creed, religion, disability, or any other
otherwise dividing factor. The only barriers to entry into the aviation
community are a love of aviation and the desire to improve one’s
abilities. Unfortunately, decades of misguided regulations and
unfounded prosecution have reduced the airports vitality to the most
dedicated. It has not reduced those who would fly regardless, instead,
it has reduced the outreach of the community. No longer, or at least
less so, are there “Airport Days”: festivals to celebrate this tradition
and bring its joy to others in the community. Rather now, you have the
die-hard pilots that can and will fly as often as able. At one time,
business boomed at the airport. Not only were there many
businesses on the airport itself, catering to the aviation industry,
which were very vital. But there was also a huge passthrough benefit.
The ease of flying into Boulder and passing on to businesses in the
city was heavily utilized and a powerful benefit to the economy in
Boulder. Due to regulation, disrepair, and lack of community, this
passthrough business has been slowly leeched, or more accurately
pushed, to Broomfield with Rocky Mountain Metropolitan Airport. And
do not mistake this to still benefit the city of Boulder; business has
and will follow to Broomfield (“Why drive to Boulder when I can do
this in Broomfield”, they will say). You can see this trend in untold
number of small towns throughout the mid-west, that die as small
airports are pushed out to more consolidated large airports. This also
has a rarely thought of safety and environmental impact as well.
Safety, as the General Aviation (GA) has a shockingly excellent track
record, when you compare the flights per accident rate, vs something
like that of driving, or even that of larger commercial operations. It is
rarely thought of, but the environmental impact cannot be
understated. GA flights are notably less impactful to the environment
than large commercial aircraft, in that of carbon emissions and use of
fossil fuels, even more so when you account for the ground
transportation involved to get to and from Denver International Airport
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(even with the toll road). If Boulder Airport was large enough to
accommodate, this could even be expanded to mountain traffic,
people going up to Vail or such to ski and recreate. But this could
only be accomplished with increased land, funding, de-regulation,
and community. I beg you not to make the mistake of thinking of the
airport as expendable, and the community as passing on. The flight
school thrives, and pilots are more needed now than ever. This was
and could be again a hub of all the best things about Boulder city, but
if the powers that be cave to the misguided complaints of the people
that came long after the aviation community and the airport itself, it
can only do damage to Boulder, and not one thing positive. Instead,
press forward. Drive the community, economy, and innovation that
would be inherent in pumping vitality into the airport. Funding to bring
the facilities into the modern era, city sponsored events to increase
the community and awareness of this noble tradition, grants for
projects to expand, in whatever way, reducing the pricing of the fuel,
and de-regulation of each facet of the industry as a whole will only
benefit the community and city of Boulder as s whole. Do not
cowardly shy away from aviation, as aviation will never truly go away,
but rather embrace it and let it pull Boulder forward as a whole.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 08:04 AM

I envision the airport as a special purpose park. It is one that supports
many types of aerial activities. These activities should be both
recreational and educational. The infrastructure and activities should
reflect the sporting, and adventurous nature of Boulder. The airport
should have aviation infrastructure that supports and encourages
gliders, sky diving, experimental aircraft, personal/family
transportation, training, acrobatics, medivac, and forest fire mitigation.
Being next to the Front Range, the Boulder Airport provides a trail
head to the sky over these beautiful mountains.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 08:26 AM

A nice public restaurant with view of the runway. Continued support
for primary pilot training critical for commercial, scientific, search and
rescue, and environmental research. Continued support for general
aviation participants (powered aircraft, light aircraft, gliders,
parachutist) that have utilized BDU for training and recreation for
decades. I would like to see a thoughtful and transparent deliberative
planning process between city planners and the primary
stakeholders, both aviation and general community members.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 08:34 AM

Would like to see the airport become more welcoming and connected
to the community and make diverse forms of recreational and
educational aviation such as flight instruction, gliders, skydiving,
ultralights and experimental available to everyone, while maintaining
capacity for emergency response and business/scientific aviation
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uses. A restaurant and/or park facilities would be nice as well.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 08:54 AM

We need to keep the airport operational to sustain the science
research in our community

Anonymous
4/20/2023 09:18 AM

Boulder municipal airport should continue to be a "small town" airport
where citizens and visitors can learn to fly and to aviate in our
beautiful countryside. The mix of various forms of aviation is
important to maintaining the vibrant flying community.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 09:31 AM

When I first visited Boulder in 1982 from Washington DC, I glided with
a friend and flew a in a Cessna 182 with a different friend up to
Saratoga WY. These epic experiences opened me up to the unique
and special place that Boulder is. They were vital in my decision to
moving here permanently, where I met my wife and started a family. I
firmly believe that zero changes need to be made to the airport
except for necessary safety upgrades. Gliding, even if you are not in
the aircraft, is a magical thing to behold - no noise or emissions (once
detached from the tow plane) and is an integral differentiator that can
never be replaced if taken away.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 09:43 AM

#1 is the elimination of the current services provided by the airport as
they are polluting (noise and air, including lead pollution from leaded
aviation fuel), not to mention unsustainable in regards to climate
change (using a gas-powered vehicle for recreation or limited
passenger transportation and/or to launch a glider so the affluent can
have a hobby/thrill-seeking adventure). The new vision is a
community that is in alignment with climate action plans/goals and
that provides affordable housing for those who are among the 60,000
plus daily in-commuters (including housing for the many City of
Boulder employees who can't afford to live here but should be valued
as members of the community that they serve!). This community
would be mixed use with a well thought out plan to minimize car-
based transportation and maximize mobility by bike/scooter/public
transportation by connecting it with existing multi-use and RTD
infrastructure.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 10:00 AM

A place for all types of aviation enthusiasts to have a relaxed and fun
place to fly their ultralight, light aircraft, gliders, and general aviation.
I’d like to see the small nature of the airport maintained for
unrestricted personal and community use. One of the most important
parts of Boulder’s community imo.
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Anonymous
4/20/2023 10:19 AM

I envision the airport as a special purpose park. It is one that supports
many types of aerial activities. These activities should be both
recreational and educational. The infrastructure and activities should
reflect the sporting, and adventurous nature of Boulder. The airport
should have aviation infrastructure that supports and encourages
gliders, sky diving, experimental aircraft, personal/family
transportation, training, acrobatics, medivac, and forest fire mitigation.
Being next to the Front Range, the Boulder Airport provides a trail
head to the sky over these beautiful mountains. This airport is one of
the gems in Boulder's crown.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 10:59 AM

This airport serves mission critical safety for evacuation and fire. It is
essential to maintain this important aspect of our community.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 11:40 AM

I believe that our community is better for having the airport at its
current size and location. I believe the level/amount of civil and
commercial aviation that it supports can give local access to viable
careers for the local community. In addition the constant visibility of
aviation and the related activities can foster the "If I can see, I can be
it" effect for aviation careers. Going forward, city or county investment
in pathways to these careers could very easily leverage the current
airport infrastructure and surrounding businesses to promote entry
into this industry.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 11:56 AM

I envision the airport as a special purpose park that supports many
types of aerial activities both recreational and educational. The
infrastructure and activities should (and currently do) reflect the
sporting and adventurous nature of Boulder with aviation
infrastructure that supports and encourages gliders, experimental
aircraft, personal/family transportation, training, acrobatics, medivac,
and forest fire mitigation. Additionally, electric self-launch gliders and
tow-planes should be deployed in the next decade to help mitigate
noise. I think this vision will happen with little intervention to the
airport or it's operators purely through technological advances that
are occurring now with electric aviation. Boulder Municipal Airport is
truly a gem in Boulder's crown that has the side benefit of being an
extremely powerful tool for disaster relief during both flooding and
forest fires.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 01:39 PM

Hub for innovation: Bio-fuels, electric aircraft for training, facilities for
training in mechanical and metalworking skills, more hangars,
improved terminal with dedicated youth aviation programs.
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Anonymous
4/20/2023 01:44 PM

This airport is vital to our community it brings people together and
inspires and educates future aviators. It trains volunteers for search
and rescue. So much benefit to the community starts here but don't
realize it. Maybe communication could improve? This airport is so
important - it would be devastating to lose it.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 01:51 PM

A lovely new neighborhood with affordable housing, plenty of
transport to all parts of Boulder, mixed-use (stores, cafes, artists'
studios, etc.) with plenty of walkways and green space.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 06:56 PM

future hub for EVTOL and urban mobility

Anonymous
4/20/2023 07:40 PM

A thriving airport with plentiful and high quality education programs,
aviation-related businesses, and a place that inspires young people to
pursue outstanding stem-related careers related to aerospace
technology, aviation, space exploration, and more.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 07:52 PM

I imagine it would be open for anyone who wants to use it to fly their
aircraft or other sky activities.

Anonymous
4/20/2023 09:07 PM

Aviation has played a large part in US history. It is important to have
local airports that can support flight training, non-commercial
(general) aviation, business aviation, recreational aviation etc. One
example is gliding. Gliding (soaring) has been taking place at the
Boulder Municipal Airport since 1959. The Soaring Society of Boulder
is one of the most important and successful gliding clubs in the
country and the world. Many records have been made from the
Boulder airport. One vision for the airport would be to enhance the
airport for glider use. Currently the glider operations cannot have
hangers for the aircraft (gliders). Airport improvements could change
that situation. In general there is a shortage of hangers at the airport
(for powered aircraft) this could be enhanced. Improvements to the
infrastructure can make the airport even more economically important
than it currently is (and it is economically important). The country
needs trained pilots. There is a current shortage. Flight schools are
important in ensuring more young people have an opportunity to enter
the aviation field and become pilots. It is important to keep flight
training activities in Boulder. Aircraft design is constantly improving.
Electric power is becoming more important. With the appropriate
support, Boulder Municipal Airport can play a part in the increased
environmental sustainability of aviation. All too often cities and
communities do not support their local airports. They take short
sighted visions to repurpose the land. Once that is done - it is done
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forever. Just like if you turn park land into developments - the park is
then gone forever. A longer term vision recognizes the importance of
aviation to the community, the City, the County, the State and the
Country and invests in that long term (and sustainable) future, by
investing in the local airport. The federal government recognizes how
important this is - which is why there are so many federal grants
available to support airport improvements. In recent years the
Boulder Municipal Airport has been an important base for disaster
recovery efforts (flood, fire). Medical helicopters use the airport. US
Presidents have used the airport. These are just a few examples of
how important the airport is and how its continued support is
important to the community.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 08:30 AM

I would not be opposed to closing the airport .There are 3 airports
close by. I lived in Superior CO and dealt with the noise ,low flying
aircraft , corporate jets, flight schools, arrogance of management of
Rocky Mountain airport. I finally had enough and moved back To
Boulder. I can go on and on about Rocky Mountain airport, apathy of
the FAA and noise and safety complaints. I heard mention of
corporate jets and flight Scool and Boulder airport absolutely not!

Anonymous
4/21/2023 09:20 AM

The airport has thrived as a community airport and should even more
in the future. The airport is inclusive of many forms of aviation, and
should endeavor to continue to do so in a progressive,
environmentally sustainable, inclusive fashion.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 10:07 AM

The airport is an important asset for the city and county. It is
important during fire fighting operations, it was a haven for evacuees
during the floods. Don’t build housing here. Keep it as a buffer
between the city and county.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 10:56 AM

I see the future of Boulder Airport to continue much as it has over the
past decades. "If it ain't broke, don't try to fix it". It is an important
element of the community and serves many purposes from gliding
and other recreational aviation, to business and scientific aviation, to
emergency assistance such as fire fighting, etc. The people's voices
yelling that the "sky is falling" are simply wrong. Airport users have
come a long way toward mitigating noise and other objectionable
complaints.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 12:43 PM

leave it as is. dont increase motor plane traffic, definitely no
commercial use. no more noise pollution.
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Anonymous
4/21/2023 05:02 PM

I envision Boulder Airport continuing to provide us with a beautiful
location to enjoy the sport of aviation from its lens. It is a very unique
location for our Airport with a great deal of charm.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 05:15 PM

Boulder KBDU needs to remain open as an economic artery to the
community with infrastructure improvements. Once an airport is
closed down and redeveloped, a community can never have an
airport again in this day and age. They are gone forever. Neighboring
NIMBY homeowners and greedy developers such as Markel Homes
only take a short-term view of the consequences of closing an airport.
There are already very few non-towered Front Range airports in the
area (specifically, Longmont and Erie) which cannot alone meet the
needs of the local community if KBDU were to be shuttered.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 05:17 PM

They should be open to businesses who want to run operations
through it. It allows economic and airport growth.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 06:29 PM

Fostering aviation and recreation.

Anonymous
4/21/2023 11:02 PM

An airport where all kinds of aviation coexist and thrive.

Anonymous
4/22/2023 06:12 AM

My vision for Boulder Municipal Airport is to have go about our days
without having to defend the noise we make and not admit to
residents that that’s us. The airport was where I once received my
livable income. It was the place where I gained all of my knowledge,
skills, and experience that I use today in my career as an airline pilot.
With the ongoing pilot shortage, I vision Boulder to grow in the flight
training department allowing the next generation of local pilots to
have the same experiences I did. I vision the airport to maintain its
glider operations being the word class glider port it is. I couldn’t
imagine taking that away as Boulder is unlike anywhere else in the
world. My vision for the airport is to be governed correctly and not
have some crook come in and try to “fix” something that’s not broke.
The safety record at Boulder Airport in the past decade is impeccable.
It seems that the current airport manager is against the airport,
against the people, and acts more like a dictator. A manager should
be a leader in the community and be fore the aviation people and
society. My vision is not to use the land for anything else other than
what it’s currently used for. That’s what I vision

Anonymous Continued usage for recreation and commerce
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4/22/2023 06:33 AM

Anonymous
4/22/2023 10:00 AM

No leaded fuel at all. It is a health hazard for those of us who live
under the flight paths. They should do a better job of not flying over
houses. We would also prefer they fly at higher altitudes- often they
fly really low over our homes and it’s noisy. I’m a (not current) glider
pilot so I support it’s existence, but I think it’s currently a nuisance
without better flight path governance of approach and takeoff
patterns. Ideally it would be moved further outside of town.

Anonymous
4/22/2023 11:19 AM

It should remain an airport.

Anonymous
4/22/2023 12:43 PM

The land should be put to good use so that the most people can
benefit, whether that means from low-income housing, open-space, or
a combination of ways. It should not be reserved for the small part of
the population that can pay to use its services.

Anonymous
4/22/2023 01:29 PM

Keep as a community airport. Addition to education opportunities for
children/adults (museum, hands on learning about flight, space flight,
and jobs in the aviation field) .

Anonymous
4/22/2023 06:39 PM

I hear airport noise quite frequently here in Gunbarrel. Large hangers
for more jets and a tower will only increase the noise - I am not in
favor. I LOVE the gliders and have taken a ride in one. What a great
place to do so in beautiful Boulder. I love the prospect of electric, self-
launching sailplanes and electric towplanes too which are significantly
quieter than ICE aircraft.

Anonymous
4/22/2023 07:53 PM

I see the airport continuing its role as an important part of the city’s
transportation infrastructure. It directly supports aviation businesses
and research facilities, and people use it to visit the city and to do
business here. The airport is valuable as a base for emergency
response, and it supports recreational aviation and the associated
businesses. The airport is in an ideal location near an industrial park,
away from most of the population of the city but close enough for
convenient access. Most of the other ideas for use of the land would
not fit well there or would need significant road improvements to
make work. Boulder should continue to support its airport and make
investments to increase the airport’s value to the city. Thank you.

Anonymous
4/23/2023 06:17 AM

Protect and grow glider operations.
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Anonymous
4/23/2023 08:07 AM

I don't think Boulder needs an airport this close to the center of town.
It seems the airport serves very few and those few for pleasure, not
transportation. It is an incredible amount of land that serves only the
privileged few and crates a lot of noise pollution in doing so.

Anonymous
4/23/2023 10:16 AM

Leave it as it is with continued support for aviation. Large open areas
like the airports are important for our environment. The business and
safety support provided by the airport are essential

Anonymous
4/23/2023 10:29 AM

Recreational aviation, Pilot training grounds, Inspiring future aviation
and new generations

Anonymous
4/23/2023 01:45 PM

limited flights, no glider tower flights, way toooooo noisy for the
neighborhoods the flight path is near, no leaded fuel.

Anonymous
4/23/2023 06:32 PM

Serving as an innovative leader and model in how local airports can
function efficiently and responsibly

Anonymous
4/24/2023 08:02 AM

To offer an airport that is used for recreational and potentially small
commercial use allowing for economic growth and development.

Anonymous
4/24/2023 10:08 AM

The airport should remain a vital community asset. It has historically
contributed in many ways, with many gaining their aviation training at
the airport -- including university students who went on to careers
either in aviation directly, or in science, engineering, etc. The airport
has made contributions to science through NCAR/UCAR-related and
other programs. Our aviators have competed successfully at national
and international levels. I see this as continuing. At the same time, I
would not want to see any attempts to morph it into what it can never
be -- i.e., a larger, towered airport. We already have several of these
that are near enough. Like Boulder itself, the airport should strive to
maintain at least something of its smaller feel. Having lived in Boulder
since 1971, I understand that change is inevitable, but it is not
inevitable that Boulder simply lose all of its local charm, one part of
which is its smallish airport that accommodates a variety of creative
aviation activities.

Anonymous
4/24/2023 11:59 AM

Be a place for future recreational and business activities. Introduce
youth to aviation, train pilots.
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Anonymous
4/24/2023 06:43 PM

I enjoy having the airport there and want to see it continue to thrive.
Theres always room for increased safety.

Anonymous
4/24/2023 09:21 PM

BDU can be a space to increase aviation education, and allow many
people to find prospective career paths. As the number 1 glider
trainer airport in Colorado and a big hub for practicing student
operations, I hope that BDU will gear towards this and allow this
access for years to come.

Anonymous
4/25/2023 10:38 AM

Continue to operate as a resource to the community

Anonymous
4/25/2023 11:45 AM

I hope to see the Boulder Municipal Airport serve as a hub for
commercial and private transportation innovation in the pursuit of
sustainable and economically inclusive solutions. Boulder County has
an area of 470,000 acres; the 160 acres of the Boulder Municipal
Airport, although within the city, represent a minuscule fraction of this
area. If land for commercial/residential/etc development is essential to
future growth, perhaps the city and county can work together to
achieve these ends while preserving key infrastructure. Closing the
airport to achieve such ends seems very short-sighted; however I’m
sure most real estate developers would disagree.

Anonymous
4/25/2023 03:38 PM

provide affordable and middle housing to increase the density and
accessibility to living in Boulder. Transportation should be considered
as well

Anonymous
4/25/2023 07:02 PM

Provide a nice safe place for planes to arrive and take off. We need
this airport.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 08:48 AM

Don’t change anything

Anonymous
4/26/2023 10:23 AM

I think now is the time to consider the path toward decommissioning
and repurposing the airport. Though I understand that some people
value this amenity, our priorities give strong indicators toward using
this as affordable and middle-income housing opportunities with some
mixed use.

Anonymous Question 2 is impossible
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4/26/2023 11:09 AM

Anonymous
4/26/2023 11:28 AM

N/a

Anonymous
4/26/2023 11:43 AM

None of these questions address the critical role of the airport for
wildfire and flood operations or for medical evacuation. Those are the
most critical roles for the airport and the primary reason to preserve
it. The failure to include those functions in this survey make the
survey incomplete and invalid.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 12:00 PM

Continued operations for emergency response like wildfires and for
medical flights and gliders and recreation and training and commerce

Anonymous
4/26/2023 12:18 PM

A new neighborhood with diverse housing types, including for sale
options and neighborhood serving retail.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 01:22 PM

Keeping an operational airport in closer proximity to the general
Boulder location is a priority because DIA is difficult to access from
Boulder, and I would like to see this airport expanded to include
greater capacity for flights, business opportunities, and connections.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 01:58 PM

A third (downtown and 29th st. being 1 and 2) city center for people to
live, work, and recreate.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 01:59 PM

If the airport stays we need to limit the number of flights. So many
pilots buzz the nearby neighborhood and the noise pollution is just
terrible. Strictly enforce flight patterns that do not go over
neighborhoods. If the land is redeveloped, make it mixed use so that
everyone living there does not have to get in a car to do anything.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 02:56 PM

I live in Vista Village mobile home park right next to the airport and
was unable to attend the first session that was held there. The only
benefit to the community that I see the airport having is for emergency
services, such as a refuel station for wildfire fighting aircraft. I would
be interested in knowing the details of how vital services such as that
rely on the airport. Every time I am up there it is completely empty
except for the hobbyists who own planes for fun. My taxes pay for
that. About once a week on average there are very loud aircraft that
can be a nuisance and add to noise pollution. Not to mention
concerns about other types of pollutants that have been bought up. I
would also be interested in knowing how many people who
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responded to this questionnaire said they use the airport on a regular
basis. I'll bet it's not very many. The airport should be repurposed for
desperately needed affordable housing. Dare I write it, manufactured
housing, which would serve as a real asset that the city would not
even need to subsidize. If the modular housing factory that has been
proposed on East Arapahoe is built, then there would be a way to
build the needed volume of manufactured housing just down the
road. Whenever adding manufactured housing stock is mentioned the
usual Boulder prejudice and stigma of trailer trash kicks in to the so-
called equity-minded city. I am admittedly being overly sarcastic on
that point. However I have noticed a long time pushback against
manufactured housing being added to the city. The main cautionary
concern to repurposing the vast city owned land at the airport for new
housing is the traffic concerns. Airport Road has only one outlet. If
vast amounts of housing were to be added it would create a massive
amount of new traffic on Airport Road. New outlets connecting to
Valmont Road and Independence Road to the north of the airport
would have to be added. Otherwise the traffic congestion would be
unmanageable and create absolute chaos. Of course the viability of
the needed infrastructure (electric, water lines, etc) would also need
to be evaluated. I think an important question to ask is: Do the
benefits of having that land used as an airport outweigh the benefits
of using that land for something else, namely housing? Thanks.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 03:10 PM

If it is not going to be an airport then a diverse community with multi
housing, commercial enterprises, the arts!!!! and public transportation,
and parks.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 03:44 PM

I think the airport is fine as it is. I support its use for private aircraft,
scientific research, and gliding operations. It's a terrible location for
housing development -- it's not close to jobs, commerce,
entertainment, or recreation. The traffic increase would be tragic for
the surrounding streets -- and given its location and access to public
transportation, nearly every trip from the airport area, if housing were
to be developed, would require the use of a car. Of all of the possible
places in Boulder to build additional housing, the airport location is
probably the worst. The airport would be a great place for a large
emergency shelter. It's obvious that more severe weather events are
in our future. And, as the Marshall fire demonstrated very clearly,
having emergency housing available is critical. To force thousands of
people to scramble for a place to stay when their house is burning to
the ground is terribly irresponsible on the part of the local
government. If people that are directly impacted by severe weather
events -- or any event that forces them from their homes immediately
-- knew there was a place nearby where they could stay, they would
be able to focus on other urgent matters -- such as the safety of their
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families and pets.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 04:22 PM

I don’t think we need one. I’d like to see it turned into an organized
campsite for the homeless, accompanied by strict enforcement of the
camping ban in all other areas , and accompanied by more severe
penalties for camping anywhere outside of the designated
campground.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 04:58 PM

Having the airport in town is so important. It’s not just great for
community recreation and training, it is VITAL for wildfires and
emergency response. It could be the difference of life and death in
the event of another catastrophic fire like we had (which is bound to
happen again). PLEASE DON’T MAKE THE MISTAKE OF CLOSING
THE AIRPORT.

Anonymous
4/26/2023 08:15 PM

Forward thinking and engaging to encourage youth to engage in stem
and the aviation world

Anonymous
4/26/2023 09:29 PM

We need housing to support environmental goals and to help with our
housing shortage. We need neighborhoods with mixed use and
denser neighborhoods that keep families in mind. Housing is critical
to reducing emissions from commuters who work in Boulder, and this
is a prime spot.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 06:55 AM

The Boulder Municipal Airport should be a full-service flight center
where aircraft owners, pilots, businesses, students, etc. can utilize all
manner of appropriate flight technology and carry out their activities in
a safe and modern environment and infrastructure.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 08:28 AM

Continue operations as an airport and glider port.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 09:43 AM

Operations continued for the good of the community. Not having the
airport is unthinkable.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 02:04 PM

A community much like the holiday neighborhood, but that is built so
it is truly bike friendly and has public transport to grocery stores etc.
The area could also be an opportunity to be a hub for commercial
space for essential businesses that are being shut out of other
Boulder locations. As a commercial zone on the outskirts of the city it
could enable other parts of Boulder to be re-zoned to improve
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existing neighborhoods. For example, far North Boulder has a lot of
commercial space, which is certainly needed in the city, but it has
hampered efforts to make the area a more cohesive place to live and
work.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 03:29 PM

I like the airport and think it is a great asset to the city.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 04:05 PM

Would be great to have more housing so Boulder doesn’t feel like it’s
only a place for the elite to have a community. It’s seems increasingly
hard to find community if you aren’t uber wealthy.

Anonymous
4/27/2023 04:12 PM

I would really like the airport to stay as a vital asset to the community.
I've witnessed the airport used for saving our community - the
wildfires and rescuing students and people from Calwood during the
flooding. The US President has flown into this airport. I've lived by the
airport for 54 years and enjoy seeing the planes and gliders. It was
nice to have the outdoor movies during covid. It unites the community
with the Father's Day show and the hangar dances and other
activities. I would, however, like to see the flight pattern followed for
safety reasons.

KHoskin
4/27/2023 04:12 PM

I would like further research to be done to consider having the airport
continue small scale operation on the property AND I think this is a
HUGE opportunity to address the missing middle and create housing,
a 'la Holiday but even better!

Anonymous
4/28/2023 05:33 AM

Leave it as it is. It has been here a lot longer than the complaining
residents of boulder who are not happy with the the airport. The
airport is safe and provides a means for flight instruction and
recreational flying. The complainers are not happy with any change,
still living i the 80’s, not happy with any change.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 05:37 AM

Long term sustainability of the airport infrastructure.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 08:55 AM

I'd like it to be left alone. It has its own internal issues (glider ops vs
powered ops) but it operates very independently from the rest of the
city. The main impetus for change seems to be new residents who
are sold homes very close to the airport, and it's not the airport's fault
that they're unhappy, it's zoning and developers' faults.
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Anonymous
4/28/2023 09:24 AM

I envision Boulder Airport as a model future General Aviation airport
for the world, at the forefront of sustainable aviation, research, new
technology, and community participation. I would love to see a more
open and welcoming airport property that is accessible to all for
educational, gathering, and recreational purposes. As a start, I would
love to see unleaded fuel, food truck events that appeal to everyone,
and flight training scholarships open to Boulder residents, ideally for
those living directly adjacent to the airport who could not otherwise
afford it.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 09:28 AM

I see no need for changes. Things seem to be fine! Our family enjoys
watching the airplanes and gliders.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 09:55 AM

Noise mitigation No additional expansion of airport services

Anonymous
4/28/2023 10:26 AM

Restrictions on type of fuel allowed and engine noise levels. Also
planes fly too low over neighborhoods with no regard to sound or the
environment. Enforcement and fines for violators.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 10:27 AM

The BMA should close. It is irresponsible to use that land for a hobby
that benefits so few while offloading negative significant negative
externalities to the entire Boulder population.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 11:12 AM

I would want the airport to WELCOME the trail connection between
61st Street and the Valmont bike park. The Erie Airport has the Coal
Creek bike path right along its property lines and I cannot understand
why the Boulder Airport has stalled our regional trail connection
projects. If the two cannot live in harmony (a trail and an airport), I
would vote in favor of the trail over the airport.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 11:30 AM

I think the area should have some reasonably priced multi-unit
housing, perhaps some small local businesses and some park or
green space. I did enjoy the outdoor theater there during Covid.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 11:52 AM

If stays an airport, the impact on neighborhoods should be better
considered. Currently, it appears to be ignored. If becomes housing, a
mixture of housing should be considered that families would want to
live in. Not just build dense housing for young people that will move
out of town as soon as need/want more space.
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Anonymous
4/28/2023 12:31 PM

Made into a public doc park

Anonymous
4/28/2023 12:38 PM

It's a playground for those with means, and affects negatively all other
residents by spewing lead and making noise.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 01:18 PM

Focus on supporting local aircraft owners, glider operations,
maintenance support, and pubic service functions such as Civil Air
Patrol. Ensure fuel and services are available for emergency and
transient aircraft.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 01:52 PM

I would like to see the airport remain exactly as it is today; I see no
need for changes.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 02:49 PM

Close it

Anonymous
4/28/2023 03:00 PM

Leaded aviation fuel is the greatest source of environmental lead
pollution currently. Until recently the owners of small piston-driven
general aviation aircraft had no choice. But in the last few months the
FAA has approved unleaded fuel for these aircraft. Currently
unleaded fuel is not produced in large quantities but production is
ramping up. Boulder should require that the fixed-base operators at
BDU eliminate leaded fuel the instant that it becomes available in
quantity. It will cost the pilots more, but damaging the brains of
Boulder children should not be an option we give them. This must be
done in conjunction with Vance Brand and the other general aviation
airports in the area. If not, pilots will just fly to them to fuel up in order
to save a few bucks.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 03:24 PM

Please keep gliding

Anonymous
4/28/2023 04:27 PM

Ban lead spewing, noisy airplanes. It should be an area for all, not
just the rich.

Anonymous
4/28/2023 08:22 PM

Continue operating as a small GA airport

Anonymous
4/28/2023 09:32 PM

I would like to keep the airport as it is and find other ways to increase
opportunities for more and more affordable housing in Boulder (infill
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development, zoning changes to allow duplexes, triplexes and ADUs
in all currently single family zoned neighborhoods, more housing
where it can be served by transit and bike infrastructure, etc.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 04:05 AM

A place where I can catch small aircraft commercial service to
Régional destinations

Anonymous
4/29/2023 04:53 AM

continue to be available for gliders

Anonymous
4/29/2023 06:43 AM

Leave it as its current function

Anonymous
4/29/2023 07:53 AM

I would like to see better adherence to FAA take-off / landing
corridors. I'd like to see a transition away from leaded aviation fuel.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 08:01 AM

I would like to see the airport closed and the land turned into open
space, affordable housing, or community solar farms.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 08:34 AM

community airport serving the needs of small aircraft pilots

Anonymous
4/29/2023 08:43 AM

The airport has been in use in Boulder for many many years. My
vision is to continue the use and the unique opportunities it provides
to the area.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 08:56 AM

Keep it

Anonymous
4/29/2023 10:00 AM

Quite hours. Adjusted no fly zones

Anonymous
4/29/2023 10:30 AM

Right now the airport seems to serve as a recreation area for very
few of Boulder's residents. I would love to see the land have greater
use than just a small craft airport.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 12:18 PM

Please move east of I-25. It sits in the middle of residential Boulder
and is a noise disturbance/polluter.
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Anonymous
4/29/2023 12:44 PM

I see no reason why the very few rich people who use the airport
should be able to pollute the environment of an entire city with
excessive noise.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 02:54 PM

Hub for sustainable and innovative aviation, available for public safety
needs. With Boulder becoming its own distinct region and a hub for
aerospace (mostly space) innovation, it seems likely this will be a
community where electric aviation use cases and demand coincide.
Like it or not, we'll also need fire suppression aircraft based locally for
the city to survive future wildland fires. Unique microclimates across
the region mean BDU might be the only spot that aircraft saving
Boulder can fly from when the need arises.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 03:37 PM

I like the recreational aspect of the airport. I don't want to see it
expanded to supplement private business travel. It should support
local people and be conscious of noise pollution.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 03:54 PM

The airport is not needed. Move operations to the Longmont and/or
Erie airport. Use the Boulder airport for housing and open space.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 05:19 PM

Do not expand aviation use. Reduce noise levels in nearby
neighborhoods.

Anonymous
4/29/2023 10:49 PM

Keep it as a small local airport for small aircraft.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 07:46 AM

Eliminate and/or minimize aircraft noise and leaded fuel pollution that
surrounding area is subjected to.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 08:12 AM

I would like to see the airport decommissioned so that a residential
pedestrian district can be built that is compact, walkable, highly-
socially connected, diverse, and affordable. Boulder needs to work
towards its climate action goals by providing housing that allows
people to live with a much smaller carbon footprint.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 08:23 AM

A thriving municipal airport that is not over-regulated

Anonymous
4/30/2023 08:53 AM

I would like for the airport to be maintained or converted to open
space. I’m strictly opposed to housing development.
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Anonymous
4/30/2023 08:57 AM

Actually adhere to regulations. There are constant flights and circling
over residential areas outside of quiet hours and under 1000 feet.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 08:59 AM

A complete neighborhood, with a variety of housing types (both for
sale and rent), included child and dog play areas, connected to town
via easy/low stress bike networks and bus service. Implement parking
maximums (like Boulder Junction) — we need transit rich areas not
more cars.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 09:14 AM

No changes.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 10:08 AM

no helicopters after dark. i think housing would be great - but only if it
is served by a frequent bus service (30th st also needs more bus
service - the bound is not enough)

Anonymous
4/30/2023 10:20 AM

I would like to see the hours of operation diminished. It's very noisy.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 10:49 AM

I would like the airport to move to an area of lower density. The noise
level and frequency of flights has increased significantly, negatively
impacting my neighborhood. This morning, a Sunday, the flights
overhead have been at least every 10 minutes. There hasn't been
any sustained quiet.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 11:44 AM

Social housing. I do not see why we need an airport that contributes
so much pollution and noise to our community for the benefit of a
small number of people.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 12:30 PM

It would be an excellent location for affordable housing.

Anonymous
4/30/2023 09:41 PM

I started flying out of KBDU in 1997. In 2000 I decided to buy a home
in Boulder, rather than one of the other surrounding communities
because we have a community airport. When I go to Metro, I am at
an impersonal mini-DIA. When I go to Longmont, an airport that tried
to be a mini-Metro, I am at a ghost town. When I climb the stairs into
the terminal at Boulder, there is a Boulder community feel; KBDU it is
such a wonderful place to fly out of. When I am not at our community
airport, I still love looking up every day to see gliders on tow with that
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tow plane spiraling away after glider release. Even when I'm not at
the airport or flying, KBDU enhances my life here in Boulder. Four
years ago, my family joined in the partnership that bought Journeys
Aviation and Mile High Gliding because we believed in Andrew
McKenna's vision for growing the business and increasing the
airports engagement with the community. On the business side, we
have grown every year, including through the pandemic, and we
continue to see growth opportunities today. On the community side,
Andrew started an EAA chapter that provides Young Eagles flights
and community events at the airport including the Boulder Airport
Day. We partner with Wings Over the Rockies, the Civil Air Patrol and
Falcon Aerolab, a STEM based program for homeschooled kids
centered around flight, to introduce kids to flying through glider flights.
And most Fridays in the summer there are burgers on the grill at
lunchtime for anyone who happens to be there. On a personal note, I
have wanted Journey's to be a leader in bringing unleaded fuel to
Boulder. Recently we switched to AvFuel for our fuel contract
because of AvFuel's partnership with GAMI, who has the first certified
drop-in replacement for 100LL. I believe GAMI’s G100UL is the best
route to bringing unleaded fuel to Boulder. GAMI is hoping to start
distribution in 2024. The distribution will start with some of the larger
flight schools such as Embry Riddle, but our AvFuel representative,
David Mittleman, lives in Louisville, and considers KBDU his
community airport, so he is motivated to help us bring G100UL to
KBDU as soon as possible. And we want to bring electric aircraft to
Boulder. We are in the process of bringing two Pipistrel light trainers
on-line. Pipistrel currently has the only operational electric trainer on
the market. It is certified in Europe, and with the operational
experience we'll gain by flying their av-gas trainers, we will be
positioned to bring them to Boulder as soon as they are certified
here. KBDU does need additional revenue. First and foremost, we
need to build more hangers. And we definitely need more business
development that is compatible with the existing airport environment.
Boulder is a wonderful community airport, let’s build on that in a way
that doesn’t disrupt the current operations, especially glider
operations. Airplane noise is a real issue. Educating our pilots on the
noise abetment procedures is a never-ending priority. And with the
specific noise complaint data that has been generated over the past
year, Andrew has been able to educate individual pilots on flights that
should have been flown differently. The results have been positive.
We will continue to be good neighbors and do this. We also ask that
the City take seriously the need to expand the airport influence zone
to include the area north of Arapahoe under the glider tow box. Does
the new development on the northside of Old Tale Road include
Avigation Easements? It is right under the glider tow box, so it should;
but since it is not in the airport influence zone, it probably does not.
Can we fix this? Please make sure before any re-zoning happens in
the East Boulder Subcommunity that avigation easements are
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included. I live in the Eisenhower neighborhood just south of
Arapahoe, and work at Ball (yes, I get to walk to work!). I am excited
about the transformation that the new zoning will enable...the new
residents just need to know there is airplane noise. I am proud to be
part of our airport community. I believe the Boulder airport is an
important part of the Boulder community, and that the airport is
something that our City should be proud of and support. Thank you. I
hope this process demonstrates the value of our community airport.
Shane Brown

Anonymous
5/01/2023 07:26 AM

It does not serve the needs of a majority of the Boulder population. It
should be replaced with affordable housing and open space.

Anonymous
5/01/2023 07:31 AM

never thought about it

Anonymous
5/01/2023 07:42 AM

Ban leaded aviation fuel. Severe limitations on flight operations.
Eliminate pilot training.

Anonymous
5/01/2023 12:30 PM

For it to not be there.

Anonymous
5/01/2023 12:57 PM

I understand that many have a passion for flying as one does for
sports or the arts and that Boulder Airport offers convenience and a
beautiful view of the Flatirons. However, in the past few years, air
traffic has increased. One now sees more touch and goes, plus
helicopters and ultralights. This leads to more noise and air pollution
and the risk of accidents. I deal with the noise by wearing a noise
cancelling headset with music when sitting on my patio. However, if I
have a party, the roar from planes can be very annoying. I have seen
a few near accidents. There used to be one flight school here. I have
heard that now other flight schools especially those at BJC in
Broomfield come up here to train the pilots thus the increase in touch
and goes. Unfortunately many pilots in the last few years no longer
follow the airports good neighbor flying recommendations. This is a
large piece of land that serves a small number. It could be used to
provide housing for countless members of the Boulder workforce.

Anonymous
5/01/2023 04:44 PM

Manage operations to decrease training grounds, circle flights over
open space; ensure that all pilots pay dues / fee to use the airport;
minimize / halt all FAA funding to airport so that City can manage it;
mandate all pilots carry radar / tracking devices so that above ground
level and location can be monitored and fully analyzed to ensure
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compliance with wildlife and noise protection ordinances adopted by
the City

Anonymous
5/01/2023 09:37 PM

Thriving as a small airport that is open to the public for recreational
visits and education about aviation

Anonymous
5/02/2023 08:04 AM

Continued economic support for the Boulder and Boulder County
community. Continued training, research for our community. I am
looking forward in the near future for use of unleaded fuel being used
at Boulder Airport. I love watching the airplanes take off or land at the
Boulder Airport. The Airport is a much needed economical resource
for the City of Boulder and Boulder County. It would cost the City of
Boulder a lot to pay back the FAA to remove the airport, costs to
demolish the well used buildings. We want the Boulder Airport to stay.

Anonymous
5/02/2023 02:27 PM

The way I see it, we subsidize small airports, and most residents use
them. It is a small few that have the luxury to own a plane and some
that use the airport to recreate. I can see small airports that are
remote and it is a necessity that they need this for emergency
purposes, not a small airport SO close to the city (actually in the city)
that creates more noise and pollution! The noise from small planes
flying over to get a closer look at the Flatirons is pollution. And the
tow planes are noisy too! I don't think we need to spend any more
money to increase the use of small planes near our City. How many
people actually use the airport? Let them pay for improvements, they
use it. I'd rather have money spent on helping the mentally and for
people with substance abuse than for people flying small aircraft.

Anonymous
5/03/2023 09:23 AM

I would like to see options explored that can support continued
important operations of airport as well as residential options. would
be interested to see if they could both exist together in that area

Anonymous
5/03/2023 10:36 AM

The Airport should continue to provide the many benefits that it has
provided for decades. It is a great asset to the community.

Anonymous
5/03/2023 11:22 AM

I would like to see basic General Aviation supported - it is
disappearing in too many places.

Anonymous
5/03/2023 11:23 AM

The airport, and its users, would benefit from a method for bi
directional communications from the community at large so that there
is a healthy dialogue. This communication could foster a sounding
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board to try to meet everyone’s needs without heavy handed
regulation. As a very occasional user of the airport I’m sure that we
could be better neighbors.

Anonymous
5/03/2023 11:41 AM

Commercial flights

Anonymous
5/03/2023 02:53 PM

Safe, low noise, and low pollution from air traffic

Anonymous
5/03/2023 03:34 PM

A place where I can continue to take my child to learn about aviation
and “watch the airplanes”, enjoy a meal and see the flatirons. It has
such an amazing view, we should be trying to protect it as urban
density within this town seems to be so highly prioritized

Anonymous
5/03/2023 06:37 PM

Housing

Anonymous
5/04/2023 11:00 AM

Fine as it is. My family has lived in Boulder for over 60 years and
airport is integral to our safety

Anonymous
5/04/2023 12:17 PM

The Boulder airport can become a leader in more environmentally
friendly aviation and prepare for the future of aviation. The airport
could be improved with the three items described below. 1) Unleaded
Aviation Fuel Options FAA approved options for unleaded fuel for use
by piston aircraft already exist, but are not currently available at the
Boulder airport. The airport could be improved to provide these
options. The two fuel options are “MoGas” which is 93 octane
gasoline that does not contain alcohol (ethanol) and the recently
approved G100UL 100 octane fuel. G100UL has been approved by
the FAA for use in all spark ignition piston aircraft engines, which is
the vast majority of aircraft based at the Boulder airport. “MoGas” has
a more limited set of approved engines. Use of either fuel requires a
Supplemental Type Certificate to be issued to each aircraft that will
use the fuels, which commonly consists of the paperwork verifying the
fuel can be used and placards (stickers) to be placed by the fuel tank
caps indicating the acceptable use of those fuels. The cost of the
STC is typically a one time cost of $200 to $500 per aircraft Boulder
can encourage the use of unleaded fuels by 1) providing those fuels
at the Boulder airport, 2) considering a STC rebate program to aircraft
owners who have their aircraft based to offset the cost of the MoGas
or G100UL STC, and 3) considering a fuel subsidy for G100UL to
make it price equivalent to 100LL (leaded) fuel currently offered. This
will encourage the use of those fuels by the aircraft most frequently
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operating at the Boulder airport. If only one unleaded fuel is to be
chosen, I would recommend G100UL due to the FAA’s universal
approval. Over time the use of current 100LL (leaded) aviation fuel
can be reduced then likely eliminated at Boulder. I know that when I
purchase an airplane I will prefer to use unleaded fuels in it, not only
due to the lack of lead but for the likely increase in service life of the
engine. 2) Improved/Additional Noise Abatement Informational
Signage Nose abatement signage on the airport can be improved.
This will inform and encourage all pilots, both those based at Boulder
and those passing through to fly friendly. Other local airports have
signage at hold short lines visible to pilots in an aircraft that specify
noise abatement procedures. As an example: Longmont airport a
sign specifies the minimum altitude for beginning a turn after
departing runway 11. With aircraft required to hold short prior to
taxiing on the runway, this is the perfect place for the signage.
Boulder could have signs with the noise abatement instructions for
that runway. (Runway 8 departures are very different than Runway 26
for noise.) A more general noise abatement sign could be placed at
the common parking lots when pilots (and especially student pilots)
arrive at the airport. 3) Electrical Upgrades In Hangars for Future
Electric Aircraft and Zero Carbon Electricity Generation Just as we
have seen an increase in capabilities of electric cars in the past
decade, the future of aviation includes electric aircraft. But like
electric cars, this requires a charging infrastructure. The current
hangars in Boulder will require upgrades to support future electric
aircraft. This will likely require upgraded electrical service to each
hangar to support charging multiple aircraft simultaneously. The
hangars at the Boulder airport as present an opportunity to offset the
energy costs of electric aircraft and the airport in general. The roofs of
the hangars are not shaded and are idea for deploying large scale
solar panels. This can reduce the carbon footprint of the airport and
help move the city towards a zero carbon energy future.

Anonymous
5/04/2023 04:50 PM

fewer small and often noisy airplanes often flying low overhead in the
Palo Park neighborhood and open space.

Anonymous
5/04/2023 07:14 PM

I wish the city could support a fun restaurant there.

Anonymous
5/04/2023 08:26 PM

Mixed use with light retail, so that the neighborhoods near the airport
can be really walkable, not just bike-able.

Anonymous
5/04/2023 11:08 PM

A vibrant economic and opportunity hub for commerce, adult and
youth aviation education, recreational travel, and science.
Secondarily standing ready to support relief and rescue efforts in the
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event of a major natural disaster.

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Essay Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- ,
South-Boulder- , Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-
County---
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Q8  Does your vision for the future of Boulder Municipal Airport include using airport land for
another purpose? 

226 (29.2%)

226 (29.2%)

506 (65.3%)

506 (65.3%)

43 (5.5%)

43 (5.5%)

Yes No Other (please specify)
Question options

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
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Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q9  If yes, what uses would you like to see explored at the airport? Select all that apply. 

Residential development Commercial development Industrial development Restaurant/Retail Museum 

Park/Open Space Other (please specify)

Question options

25

50

75

100

125

150

175

200

225

158

71

39

129

80

206

93

Optional question (347 response(s), 428 skipped)
Question type: Checkbox Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q10  What is your preferred way to participate in the Airport Community Conversation?

37 (4.8%)

37 (4.8%)

332 (42.8%)

332 (42.8%)

396 (51.1%)

396 (51.1%)

10 (1.3%)

10 (1.3%)

In-person (via open houses) Digitally (via the website and online questionnaires) All of the above

Other (please specify)

Question options

Mandatory Question (775 response(s))
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q11  Do you own or rent your home? 

598 (80.7%)

598 (80.7%)

96 (13.0%)

96 (13.0%)11 (1.5%)

11 (1.5%)1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%) 35 (4.7%)

35 (4.7%)

Own Rent Other I do not have stable housing right now Prefer not to say
Question options

Optional question (741 response(s), 34 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q12  Sex assigned at birth

253 (36.2%)

253 (36.2%)

435 (62.2%)

435 (62.2%)

7 (1.0%)

7 (1.0%) 4 (0.6%)

4 (0.6%)

Female Male Gender non-conforming Intersex
Question options

Optional question (699 response(s), 76 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q13  Gender Identity

590 (97.7%)

590 (97.7%)

14 (2.3%)

14 (2.3%)

Cisgender (identifies with assigned gender) Transgender (identifies differently than assigned birth gender)
Question options

Optional question (604 response(s), 171 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q14  What is your age range?  

16 (2.2%)

16 (2.2%)

27 (3.7%)

27 (3.7%)

110 (15.0%)

110 (15.0%)

254 (34.7%)

254 (34.7%)125 (17.1%)

125 (17.1%)

133 (18.1%)

133 (18.1%)

68 (9.3%)

68 (9.3%)

Under 18 18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 54 55 to 64 65 and over I prefer not to say
Question options

Optional question (733 response(s), 42 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q15  Which race or ethnicity do you identify with most? 

2 (0.3%)

2 (0.3%)

12 (1.7%)

12 (1.7%)

9 (1.3%)

9 (1.3%)

12 (1.7%)

12 (1.7%)

1 (0.1%)

1 (0.1%)

456 (63.7%)

456 (63.7%)

40 (5.6%)

40 (5.6%)

181 (25.3%)

181 (25.3%)

3 (0.4%)

3 (0.4%)

American Indian or Alaska Native Asian Black or African-American Hispanic or Latinx

Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander White Two or more races I prefer not to say

Other (please specify)

Question options

Optional question (716 response(s), 59 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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Q16  How would you describe your annual household income? 

15 (2.1%)

15 (2.1%)

42 (5.8%)

42 (5.8%)

114 (15.8%)

114 (15.8%)

109 (15.1%)

109 (15.1%)

222 (30.7%)

222 (30.7%)

220 (30.5%)

220 (30.5%)

Less than $25,000 a year $25,000 to $49,999 a year $50,000 to $99,999 a year $100,000 to $149,999 a year

$150,000 a year or more I prefer not to say

Question options

Optional question (722 response(s), 53 skipped)
Question type: Radio Button Question
Filtering by: Where do you live? Central-Boulder- , Crossroads , East-Boulder-- , North-Boulder-- , Gunbarrel  , Palo-Park- , South-Boulder- ,
Southeast-Boulder- , University-of-Colorado- , University-Hill , Outside-of-the-City-of-Boulder,-in-Boulder-County---
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